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PREFACE
.

The Seventeenth Strategy for Peace4onference continued
The Stantey Foundation's series of annual meetings dedicated to a
re-evaluation of U.S. foreign policy. Eighty-five participants frbm a
wide spectrum of disciplines convened to discuss six timely and
important issues within the general theme of "Arms Limitation and
Disarmament!'

The first 'Conference to Plan a Strategy for Peace washeldrin
June 1960, to involve leaders in government and the professions
throughdut the United States in a search for a more enlightened
and forward-looking foreign policy.

The format of this Conference has beeh an informal off-the-
,record exchange of ideas and opinions. No time has beels spent in
presenting or debating prepared papers or positions. No effort has
been exerted to,achieve consensus where difference of opinion ,has been evident..

Each grdtip report was prepared by the rapporteur to state the
essence:z'of discussions. Reports were reviewed' by group
participants and finally. revised by the rapporteur reflecting'
participant& comments duPing,the review session. As participants
did not review the reports of other groups, the reports do not
necessarily reflect the views of all members of the conference.

Government officialstaking part in the Conference are in no
way committed to any position or. findings. of the, discussiongreps.

WTI expressed in this report are not necessarily the views of
The Stinley Foundation.

This report is distributed in the hope that it will stimulate study,
research and education in the field of foreign relatiOns. We urge
that references to, or duplication or distribution of, the contents of
this report be given proper acknosMedgement.

t he Stanley Foundation
Stanley Building
Muscatine, Iowa 52761, U.S.A.
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For the seventeenth time we convene a Strategy for Peace

.
Conferenee,Yor, the fifteenth time here at Airlie House. Each prior

conference has dealt with several issue§ related to a U.S. foreign policy

better suited,to the management of global' roblems affecting a viable

strategy for peace. This year we focu§ upon the issue of Arms Limitation

and Dilarmament: This emphasis is consistent with. our historical ,

pattern, arms control and disarmament having been one of the

discussion topics at each prior conference. Undoubtedly the major
contributions of this series of conferences have occurred in the area of

-arms control.
Concentration here upon arms- limitation and disarmame

however, has more than historical justificatitn. Thrtimeto halt and

reverse the ever spiralling and widening arms race is king overdue: It is

sheer madness to allow it to run on unrestrained, madness Whether

viewed from the standpoint of economics, security or global

cooperation.
Spending $300 *billion annually. upon. the world's Military

establishments -- over $3 trillion since 1960 makes no economic

with sONnany unfunded domestic and global heeds.' Military

e enditures now rival the aggregate the world community spends for

education, and are nearly.twice the expenditures on health and,dvlarf

the $15 billion channeled to° foreign economic aid and the mere $1

billion to international peacekeeping. Unfortunately, the $300 billion

grows due to expanding nuclear arsenals, proliferation of nuclear

°weapon ckpability,_ new weapons and tnpOntin4 transfers of

conventional weapons to developing nations. What moral justification.

is thett for such ihtenie preparation'for war which all nations avow Alley

are deterined,to avoid.
Expansion of the arms rase is customarily rationalized as being

essentialio natidnal security'. Indeed there can be no other moral gr

logical instification. But has the ongoing. arms race truly improved the

-secutit9k of the superpowers, the ,raddle poEprs Or the developing.;

nations? I believe that we must seriously quip n the validity of this`

assump ion..
Do esuperpowers gain security from their,angoing frgntic efforts

to deny ch other number one status'in strategic nucle/deterrence?
Mutual eterience, credited with maintaining an uneasy peace Of terror

Ji*for two decades,is destined to continue for some time. But are not the

multiplying , levels of overkill, bigget bdmbs, more sophisticated

delivery systems and far out exotic weapNris as likely todestabilize as to

strengthen deterrence? Isn't enough enough, parliCilarly given the tacit

recognition underlying-detente that the nuclear giants dareol loose

their nuclear arsenals ,upon each other?
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. The continuing strategic arms race, with its massive commitments of
money, technology and human 'resources, expands the opportunities
for nucleaLfcrises, if not disaster, due to_accident, systems failure,
inadvertence or miscalculation. Proliferation of nuclear weapons
broadens the strategic race, underminei the bipolar stalemate and ;
multiplies the chances of nuclear crises.

With more and mole arms in the Ifands of more and more nationio,
the probabilities of controversy escalating into armed conflict are
drastically enlarged. The temptation to use military threat andactions is
mot likely to be generally resisted by governmental leaders raced with
actual or perceived challenge's or threats from without or the need for
diversions from t ubles within. Neither the maturity of governments
nor the stability of it leaders can be counted upon to act with caution
and prudence. Nor an terrorists possessed of materials for A bombs be
expected tor avoid blackmail and violence.

Such situations become more hazardous when the Soviet Union and
the United States are locked into the high-tension relationships of their
own arms competition. Moreover the ability of superpoiver influente to
help resolve conflicts among others diminishes as the political influence
provided by nuclear weapons fades. The world generally seems to better
understand the basic` concept underlying detente than do the
superpowers, i.e. that the superpowep. know they dare not use their
strategic nuclear weapons. Hence thecredibility of nuclear umbrellas
erodes and nations, presumedly protected by them; are encouraged to
ehla it arms.

The eleterious, impdct sof the arms race upon international
, cooperati is hazardous to the solution of major global-pfeblems

confronting the world community. Besides the maintenance stf.peice
.and security, these iproblems include: developing peaceful matins of
resolving controversy, accelerating economic and sOcial development,
reforming the world economic drier, coping With unfavorable
resource/ population balances andenhancing human rights. Successful
management of these problems Calls for the utmost of cooperation
among nations, including willingness to accept mutual restrictions
upon the use of national sovereignity. Concentratift upon -arms
undermines cooperation. Real or assumed enemies must be identified.
Suspicion and antagonisms are generated, often founded upon long- .
standing fears, prejudices and hatreds. Moreover, posseition of arms
tends to encourage resort to the threat and use iof foreand other,
military approaches to resolve controversy and solve problems

Because the time to halt and reverse the arms race has come, a
change in strategy is needed. Emphasis must be shifted from arms
control and limitation to arms reduction and disarmament. ,Arms
control'Ineasures of the 1pt two, decades have stabilized mutual
deterrence and redliced the Otobability of use of nuclear weapons. All
who have helped fashion arm's control concepts have contributed US

6 7



national security. But times are changing. Threats topeaCe and security
are no)longer solely bipolar. Arms control alone is no longer adequate.
More weapons are not bringing more security: Arms reduction
measures are-called for, fashioned as 'steps to ultimate gen4ral and
complete disarmament.,

While all nations share responsibility and have a stake in arms
reduction, the key. to breaking the current impasse rests squarely upon
the two major nucleai weapon powers, the United States apd tie Soviet'

!Union. Until they fulfill commitments to accelei4te reduction of nuclear
weapons as, specifically stated in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
and as inferred in various joint statements, progress will be minimal.
Positive action by the superpowers, demonstrating t it sincerity to
reverse the arms race, could break the log jam. It coul lso foster a new

,climate more conducive to negotiating agreements f ereduction of
coventional as well, as nucleat weapons, for limiting nuclear
prViferation and for creating of regional weapons free zonet.
. How are the Soviet Union and the United States to be persuaded to
more aggressively pursue aims reductical? What could motivate them to
reverse the arms race in keeping with the:, underlying commou,
understanding of detente, namely th4t war between diese.nuclear giants
must be avoided?'The basic answers I believe, is enlightened self interest '

economic as well as political supplemented by mountii7 public
opinion from within and without their countries.

iOne of the functions of this and similar conferen s is to help
provide such motivation by identifying common se interests and
influencing public opinion. The topics for our six di ussion groups at
this conference have been chosen because they cont to to these ends.

.Futhermore, earl progress in the area of each t Is c ucial to halting
and reversing th.e arils race and to arms reduction and disarmament.

MULTILATERAL DISARMAMENT CHAN ISMS

While the superpowers hold the key to unlocking the barriers to
nuclear arms reduction, the Whole worl h'as a stake in the process and
must be involved. Effective multilate disarmament mechanisms are
needed to prod the'superpowers and o deal with Son-proliferation of
nuclear weapons and reduction of nventional weapons., ,

.A sense of 'impasse, futility and pessimism now dominates
-multilateral disarmament matters oth in Genev,aNtitd New York. The

et in'acisquacie4 of current median' ms are evident. Agendas of regular
sessions of the General Asse bly are too* crowded for deliberate
consideration of disarmament matters. While the ConferenceoT the
Committee on Disarmament ( CD) has pi-educed several arms control
treaties it has .,neither halte nor reversed the arms race. China and ,
France shun -the CCD. e current interest in fa Toning better
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t
multilateral mechanisms reflects M part a growing dissatisfaction with\ 5. Land St Met lead ship in disarmament matters.

Many observers a vocate an effective forum, involving all nations
for periodic ,consideration of disarmanient matters a world
disarmament conference or special session of the General Assemblyas
now proposed for' 1978 plus a smaller body to negotiatOspecifie
treaties = either a new body or a restructured CCD.

The United States has adamantly opposed both a World Disarma-
ment Conference (WDQ and a restructuring or replacement of CCD.
Our discussion. group should focus upon the, need for improved ,

multilateral mechanisms, the desirable process to obtain them, and the .

appropriate U.S. policy regarding them.

1:-..
.

THE FUTURE OF THE IAEA
f,

Inspection and verification are ineitablycalled for as,a part ofarms
redUctio'n and disarmament agreements. The International Atomic'

cEnergy Agency (IAEA) has, since its foundiq in 1957, been concerned
ith safeguards for detecting cliyersion of nuclear materials for non-

peaceful purposes. Upon the adoption of the Non-Proliferation TreatS7,
the IAEA assumed further responsibility for developing safeguards.
The IAEA- has-discharged these responsibilities well. Its background of
experience shOuld'prove invaluable as the .world conimunity acts to
reduce arms and begin the process of digirmament,

Vast expansion of nuclear programs around the wo raises
questions about the INZA. Should its rolebe enlarged beyond detection
of diversion? Should it undertake functions of control and regulation?
How might the IAEA relite to regional cooperative efforts in nuclear .
matters including energy and reprocessing centers?. What expansion .
and restructuring is needed for the IAEA of tasmonyow? In short, what is
the IAEA's future regarding inspection and detection related to arms
'reduction and disa,imament? 44,"

i9. ....:.
- .m....The compatibility of the rAEA's other role, the promotion of

peaceful uses ot atomic energy, also warrants examination. is there
merit in separating these pkomotional and educational roles from those
of inspection and verification? U.S. action seltarating the regulatory
and operational functions of the o11 Atomic .Energy Commission is
cited liy some as an argument for dividing the IAEA. ..

Continued strong support of the IAEA by the United States and
other advanced nuclear nations is crucial to the future of the IAEA.
How is it to be assured?

OD



SALT NEGOTIATING PROCESS

Continued and intensified negotiation between the United States
and the Soviet Union are obviously crucial to arms limitation and
disarmament. HoW may U.S. ,procedures 'for these important -
negotiations be improved? This'is the question posed to our discussion
group.

, .

Executive versus Congressional relations are oil facet of 'these
negOtiations deserving attention. How should decisions on what to
negotiate be made? Should not Congressthave greater input in order to
provide balance to Pentagon postures and to fiiilitate executive
accountability?

Is the cur;ent degree of secrecy siirroundingSALTiuily warranted?
Qne byprodutt of excessive secrecy is the lessening of the,traditional
Tole of the, news media in maintaining a better informed and more .
involved citizenry: A related factor is the handicapping of effoilis of
NGOs to contribute input on arms limitation matters, an impt That -\
could be most,k,aluable.

While proposals to improve SALT negotiation must take' into
account Soviet reactions, we should not be timid in seeking more
effective approaches. Too much is at stake. The process needs to be
speeded up and broadened. Continuing advance dialogue on strategic
matters as distinguished from negotiation might help. How useful
are the "hedging" and "bargaining chip" approaches? What greater role
should be given to nongovernmental exchanges and 'cOntads?

The need, in short, is a more effective, active, and rapid negotiating
process if the two superpowers are to lead the way in arms reduction and .
disarmament and five up' to the commitments ancrimplications of
detente. Until there_ is dramatic change, SALT will remain, the lowest
common denominator of the world community's efforts to halt, and
reverse the arms race.

"es INTERNATIONAL PLUTONIUM MANAGEMENT

Betause plutonium is used to manufacture nuclear explosives,
Rowing stocks throughout the world wherever nuclear reactors operate
are a mounting threat4o3)eace and security; Diversion of plutonium
allows nations to make nuclear Weapons or so called' eaceful nuclear
explosives (PNEs). Theft by terrorists raises, a horrifying specter. The
threat grows greater every day as more and rflore reactors are activated.

Six countries now have exploded nuclear bombs or PNEs; eleven
others reportedly want to develop such capability and one or two may
already have it. The IAEA estimates that the number of reprocessing
plants able,-tonvert spent uranium,to weapons-strength plutonium
will triple to 17 in the next decade. By 1990 reactors in developing

'110
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countries alone will be generating annually' sufficient plutonium for
3,000 small atomic bombs.

Hence, intelligent and.effective plutonium management is crucial to
arms reduction and disarmament. Guidelines for U.S. policy are urgent.
The.United States as an advanced nuclear supplier should be supplying
stronger leadeatp. What should be, our nuclear export policy? How
can we stimulate adequate cooperation among'the several nuclear
supplier nations? Should plutonium be used as fuel in the _current
generation of reactors and if so, how should this use be licensed and
controlled? What should be the U.S, posture regarding multinational
regional nuclear centers? Answers are needed to these and related
questions.

National gui delines,and policies, however, are only the begihning
because plutonium management is ap international pfoblem: Pending
U.S. decisions mill have vital and direct 'impact on international
managemen of plutonium. The supplier nations that must be involved
have held ;egret meetings in' London oiier.the last yeic anda half, but
little is known of the outcome of their disciissiOns.

ParticiRtion of developing nations is equally important and often
overldoked. They perceive nuclear energy as essential to their
development both for the generation of electrical energy and for
"plOwshare" type peaceful uses: Unless they are intimaiedykyi olved in
the dialogue shaping policies for plutonium management, they cannot,
be expected to cooperate with the nuclear supplier nations.

. .

THE DE-1111.1TARIZATINO OF OUTER SPACE

Contrary to the common assumption within the Vnited.States, the
1967 Outer space Treaty, ratified by some 70 nations, including the
United States and the Soviet Union, does not preient military uses of
outer space. Although it prohibits placing nuclear weapons in orbit,
both.the superpowers are using outertpace militarily and are perfecting -

additional hardwareloi thi'S purpose.
Outer space remains available for transient ICBMs carrying nuclear

weapons. Satellites are used as early warning systems to detedt missile
launches, as controls to improve missile accuracy, for surveillance of
ground troop and missile deployment, and for gathering other
intelligence. Reportedly both superpkwers are rushing development of
space hardware' capable of destroying satellites and incominemissiles,
while in outer space. Space shuttles, having. military potential, are
.scheduled to be operational soon. ( .

obviously consideration of de-militarization 0? outer space is timely
before this final frontier is irrevocably committed.to military purposes.
The currentitatus and the trends of military usage, as well as the
provisions of the 1967 Treaty, would seem proper points of departure.
Projection into the future should reveal the need for further treaty

10
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provisions to halt the arms race in outer space. Consideration of the
appropriate role of ths United Nations and the sukrpoiivers could aid
the formulation of fuher U.S. policy regarding outer space.

One caution seem's appropriate. Satellite systems for detection of
missile launches and gathering intelligence have a peaceful purpose too.
They now help stabilize.nuclear deterrence and they can help verify

,performance of futute arms limitation and disarmament agreements.
This factor deserved careful consideration in-formulation ofouter space
policy.

WEA001481.11KITATION IN THE micopLE EAST
For a generation the Middle East has been a trouble spot embroiled

in repeated wars and violence interspersed with uneasy armed truces.
Direci confrontation between the superpowers engaged in supplying
arms and military assistance to the countries of the area has, often
seemed imminent. Hopefully a tenuous settlement may evolve in the
foreseeable future, whether through a step-by-step approach,.a la
Kissinger, umultinational conference or some other procedure.

° Buf wilrsueh a settlethent bring stability and peace to this trouble
area or merely provide another uneasy interlude.betwegn wars? Many
Observers'bejieve the answer depends in part upon what aims control
and arms limitation agreements. accompany or folio* the settlement.
Can prolonged peace and security prevail with,eurrent programs of ,
expanding armaments? Massive transfers of conventional armaments
to the countries of the- Middle. East and nearby. Persian,Gujf area
continue.: Israel is gesumed to have nuclear weapons and other
countries are undoubtedly moving toward nuclear weapon capability.
Can a tinder-box be made safe by injecting.the tools of war, however

'balanced?
Hence the importance of examining the potential for area armtl

limitation control policies and agreettle-nti, even though it be a difficult
and complex assignment:Dare reliance be placed on military balance?
If not, what conventional and nuclear arms agreemerkts are desirable?
Possible? How could they be negotiated? Should they be a part of an
overall settlement? What roles would be appropriate for the United
States, the Soviet Union, and the 'United.Nations in negtitiating;
implementing andguaranfeeing agreements? Answers to such questions
could be useful in cooling this hot spot.

CONCLUSION- .

7 Iti closing, I voice a. Morting frustrition, and indeed a growing
anger, thatlny government continues to fuelfhe mad momentum of the
arms race: We are 41 over-reacting to the threat of communism. We
respond too quickly to the alarms sounded by the Pentagonand echoed
by other vested interests of the military-industrial complex. We ate

.
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swept along by politically inspired emotional appeals that we must be
number one allow those who dare to challenge our military policies
to be branded as fuzzy-minded or unpatriotic.

Snell attitudes, matched by comparable ones in the Soviet Union,
maintain the pressures that keep the arms race going. Step by step, with
a suspicious eye on each other, these two nuclear giants strive to match,

not outdo, each others weaponry. And where they lead others seek to
follow with conventional, if not 'nuclear, weapons.

I want the Unittd States to be,number one number one in facing
sipto:the realities of the nuclear age anti the growing interdependence of
both the nations of the world and the gloAl problems confronting

%diem. Leadership in, such a competition must start with both
recoghitioriand acceptance of the concept that theuse of military power
can no longer be considered acceptable as the ultimate instrumeneof the .

foreign policies of major powers. Nor can military polder be considered
fable security device' for lesser powers: Hence, if we want to be

rtu r o in the race of reality, we must focus upon the development
of alte e methods to assure international peace and security, This ',
callif6r compulsdry means to peacefully resolve controversies between
nations and their nationals plus globainstitutions and mechanisms to
protect nations from intervention and to assure nonviolent expression
of their° righti*of sell'- determination.'

Arms reduction now, and later s'me form of general and complete
disarmament, have a chicken and egg relation to U.S. policy and
programs facing up to the realities of the nuclear age and growing
interdependence. Disarmament progress must parillel the development
of alternate systems assuring peace and security: the one semulating the.
other. llelievfhg, however, that checking and reversing t e arms race is
the place to kart, I trust that o r deliberations here wi contribute to
this end.

Finally, I urge all who share my frustrAtions and auger to intensify,
your efforts to covince O"pfinionlhapers_ina decisiolf-makers that a
rhajoeshift in U.S. "foreign policy is urgently needed. Achievement of
arms reduction and disarmament, and associated alternatives to assure

"peace and security,, must become working precepts rather than ajo0
,aspiration for the future. Only then will our nation face realities and,
respond fully to out heritage. Only then .have we a chance to avoid,
bequeathing to our children anclgrandchildren zardd'us over-armed
war-oriented world. Only then will we devise an e 'strategy for
peace.

12
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This grbup met to Consider the adequacy of multilateral dis-
: armament mechanisms and to make suggestions for their improvement.

Several members pointed out that while the'exiiting .machinery has
imperfections, it is not clear that different mechanisms would have

enstzred greater progresnn the arms control field. Nevertheless, it was

generally considered Important to do everything possible to improve
the machinery. There was general concern that the negotiating process
is not able to cope with the rapid pace of the arms race, and the mere

- -tinIciiring with the machinery cannot close the gap.
Five' components of the.disarmament mechanism were identified:

(1) inforination; (2) study; S3) deliberatio ; (4) \negotiation; and (5)

follow-up. Our examination focused' on ite (3) and (4).

MECHANISMS AND OBJECTIVES

Some members felt that if progress in limiting armaments was less
than satisfactory, it was,due rather to a lack of political wilithan to the

inadequacy of ekiking machinery. But Whose political will? Is it that of

theijeade rs of a few major powers or is the problem broader and deeper?

With properleadership, public opinion could be aroused, many felt,
and could be translated into tolitical' will.

; .14 .13
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It was also suggested that to get at the heart of these questions oite
must,bear in mind some of the obstacles that stand in the way of mo

piogiess in disarmament. One obstacle cited was the insufficie
understanding of the relati bnghip between arms ljmitation and nation
security: there.are many who do not see that the former can be a legiti-
mate tool f the latte'r-OtherparticiPants pointed to the complexity of
disarmam nt issues. Different 'countries have different weapons
systems, nd various kinds of asymmetries are present, giving rise to
problem of comparability: There areenumerous technical problemstol

moverco , of which the problem of verification is just one example.
Even lea ers whosare eager roF rapid progress face difficult problems at
home'as ll'as abroad.

Som members pointed out that disarmament mechanisms play
imports t roles in addition to .negotiation. One was an overall,
ratio ng and legitiniating function where a central mechanism
would at as a elearinghoitie for the activities of the various negotiating
forums., Another was an inforthational function or governments
partici Ong in discusiin s. and negotiations.

The 40ettion of the re tionship bett,veen mechanism and objectives
was .taised.. What was e machinery for? Are the objectives clearly
defined and widely a ed?.; Itt was suggested that-for: the limited
objectives which are p sently phrsued., the machinery is perhaps
adequate; if the objective are btoadenedihen new mechanisms should
be seriously considered.

*SPECIAL SESSION.
The group paid considerable attention to the convening of a Special

Session of the U.N. General Assembly on disarmament. The idea of a
Special Session was revived at the Non-Aligned Foreign Minister
Conference in Liina, Fern, in August 1975, and as endorsed by the
Fifth Summit Conference of the Non-Aligned States at Colombo; Sri
Lanka, August '1976. ... .

groupThere was general agreement in the group that a Special Session isf t.likely to,he convened in 1978,A view was expiessed that the convening,;
of 4 Special Session should not prejudice the holding of a World
Disahnament Conference. And it was stressed by several members that
every effeit'should beladie so that the Special 'Session would not ,
simply duplicate what the General Assembly and its First Committee
are doing' in their'annual debates on disarmament.

---irSole' members suggested that the agenda for a Special Session
might include the following items:,

P. '.::

1., assessment of the current situation,
2. consideration of basic principles
3. consideration of a program of action gpecifyirig priorities and

recommendations, ,--
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, 4.' a review of disarmament mechanisms.
The importance of the role of priblic opinion in disarmament wasagain
emphasized in the context of the Special-Session, and it was suggested,
that this question should be made the fifth item on the agenda.

Elaborating on the variot!s items of this proposed agenda, the
following suggestions were made:

,

1. Assessment andssessment of the situation should be in.the broadesi terms,
. should not be restricted to current activities of existing U.N. dis-

armament mechanisms. -. ,

2. The work on basic guidelines and objectives should take account
of the principles embodied in the McCloy-Zorin agreement of
1961. It should include such considerations as the relationship
between national security and disarmament, and balance in arms
limitation.

. -3. It was pointed out that in calling for a program of action the
Special Session would follow the example of other recent world
conferences. Preparations for the Special Session should give
careful consideratio to the Comprehensive Program for
Disarmament discussed in the General Assembly in 1970.

4, In reviewing disarmament mechanisms, thete coud be included
such issues as the convocation of a World Disarmament Confer-
ence (WDC), and the adequacy of the disarmament mechanisms
for the task they face ,.. .,

Not everyone was satisfied with this agenda. There were some who
would like the Special Session to be a genuine forum for concluding and
endorsing negotiations on such issues. as nuclear testing,* regime of
non-proliferation, the prohibition if indiscriminate weapons, the non-
use of force, and the prohibition of new weapons of mass destruction.

U.S. participants recalled the successful role of the United States'at
the Seventh Special Session and suggested that the forthcomingsession
offers an opportunity for U.S. initiatives promoting disantrainern
objectives. It was specifidilly suggisted that arms control officials
throughout the government be directed to give Planning-fot the Special.
Session' a high priority. Moreover, Congress should request the
Executive Branch to present possible proposals in time for public
hearings and Congressional recommendations. U.S. non-governmental

, organizations (NGOs) and experts, have a unique opportunity to
organize their efforts to play a consultative and educational role in
advance of the Special Session, as well as during the Session, with otlie
NGOs. ItIt was urged t 'inteidepartmental, planning Should result .in a,
program of selected easures for the reduction of conventional as well ,

as nuclear armaments. Finally it.was urged that the U.S. government
could create a favorable atmosphere for both the session and its
aftermath by carrying out practicable unilateral measures. ,

16
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. 4r /
Many felt that the preparations for A SpecialSession align ld give

due attention to the' linkagebetweon disarmament and development.
Th iy pointed out that reductions Utile resoureesbeing directed into the
anni race could make pci 'tile tile allocation of greater resources to

. deal with the urgent pro ems'Of poverty and economic and social
. development abroad as; 11 as at home. = . ,- . ,

There was 'consensus iutthe group on the need for adequate
preparation for' the Special' Session.- A U.N. preparatory committee
should be established to work out a concrete, agenda' for the Session{,
The hopewas expressed that the committee could focus its attention on
the substantive preparations for the , Session, There was some
,disagreement whether majority vote or consensus would be the best way
of proceeding in the Session.*

, A

There were several other suggestions aimed kt; enhancing the
effectiveness of the Speca Session and its preparation;-; ,

/ I -
T,, every effort SSould be made in the preparationind conduct of, the

Siecial Session to encoUrage active participation of all s4tes;
rt, studies should ,be commissioned in advance/Of` the. "Sfecial

Session both from the U.N: Seeiretactatand outside experts, and
the Secretatiat should be ittength e.d correspondingly; .

,i:i.,,thCre should be an explickioleirithe Special Session not only for
'-''` Qsbutialso fOr those resea'rch. institutions which, by virtue of

eir 'eipertise and ,activjtieS- in the disarmament field, 'could
aerially contribute to its success. . .

...
Finally, it was generally recognized that there was both /Political

nd psychological difference' between the Special Session and a WDC,
f the former having niore modest objectives. While some members still

4,

preferred a WE over a Special Session, the prospects for convening,-firmer i e near future,,iii light of the continuing opposition of
iF. two major powers Were considered at best thacertain.

4

- ,
i: NEGOTIATING.NACHINERY 16.`

.--. .,t

In considering the relationship between machinevy aro o'njeetives_L______
the question was raised'. whether a single negotiating forum is best for
dealing with the namerous and complex issues and opportunities Svp
face. There was a consensus thit while the Conference of the CommitteCt
on Disarmainent (CCD) was not a perfect mechanism for negotiations, .

it has done a useful in several areas, it has recently prdt'ed to be
relatively flexible, and it is Capable of adjusting to changing needs. The
CCD epibodis, so to speak, the step-by-step approach of negotiathig a
series 'of 'specific Airms control measures; but it was suggested that a

;-, broader effort to -halt the aims race is needed. I.:,

"
, 4
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At an earlier stage, the work an General and Complete
Disarmament(GCD) represented this bioader effort. GCD continues

to be the official ultimate goal, but doubt was expressed by some on the
usefulness of renewed attempts to draft a single comprehensive GCD
treaty. Rather, it was felt by, many participants, the international
community should 'raise its sights from .the step-by-step approach,
attacking our problems on a broad front, and yet in detail taking up

the task of 'negotiating practioble, near -term but meaningful
limitations and reductionsl for each of the weapons systems,
deployments; -and other ejements which together Ariake up the vast,
'dangerous,' and wasteful enterprise we call the arms race. -

To reflect this approach, it was suggested, we should create a new

structure of several negotiating forums, each with a ;specific'', functional
mandate: nuclear arms and weapons-tests, the trade, in conventional
arms, naval construction and deployment, chemical weapons,etc. The
composition. kf each forum could reflect the direct interest of various
countries in that subject.

This proposal could be carried out in at least twodifferenft ways. In

one case the CCD .would be replaced by a cluster of independent

forum* ii."AIternafively, functional sub-groups could be established
within' the CCD with an.,appropriate enlargement of each
count*es. delegation. The view was expressed that thelink between the
General Assembly and the,CCD shouldbe strengthened. In any case, a ,
coordinating mechanism will be necessary to integrate and fationalize
the proposa% prepared by the functional forums.

, .

,
Alirte;

The desirability of involving France and .China in disaiinathent
Work was generally agreed,. and the implications of their absence from
,thentgotiating machinery were disdussed. Varying views were
ereSsedon ,what 'their participation, if it could be obtained, would
accomplish, eOpecialiy in the, near-term; as well:as on how to induce

them to partieipitte. Some thought that the first step in that direction
A could be the abolition ofthe U.S.-Sovief cachairmanship of the CCD;

others retrlain skeptical on whfiher thisAias. the key question, and,
expressed concern that if pressed too hard the effort to.d raw in France

and China could be -harmful.

Limits on the'rnoit dangerous and destructive of all weapons Are.

being negotiated bilaterally in SALT, The suggestion was made that in
future forums there should be consideratiOn of the relations between
bilateral. negotiations and multilateral disarmament efforts.

There was some support that disarmament negotiations can benefit

front close relationship to public opinion through NGOs, research
institutes, and the press. yfteiteed for secrecy should be balanced by the-

' ,need for information. A consultative relation of NGOs to disarmament
discussions, if not always negotiations, should be explored.

18'
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. It was 'observed in connection with .,the need for negotiating
. machinery that whilenegotiated,disamiament agreements are essential,

progress toward disarmament 'can alio be made through initiatives
taken by individual states ,,iii;, the pectation of reciprocation, this

-progress tp be ultimately instant' nalized through negotiation.
It was urged that the Utii d Nations .should be kept fully and

regularly informed of all disarmament negotiations, and that the United
Nations should from 'time .to time assess all discussions, negotiations,
and treaty reviews, perhaps 'through a revltalizedi\U.N., Disarmament
Commission or through periodic Special Sessions;

Rep *NAL ARMS CONTROL
The group considered the possibility of supplementing global

negotiations With regional ones. This possibility seems to be gaiiking
increased attention.
tion. ,j ; f'

Some participants pointed out that the record on regional arms
controLis not partieufarly encouraging. Only one significantmeasure
the Latin Amel-ii,in Nuclear Free Zone .'- has been `successfully
negotiated and as gathered wide su'ppoi-t. It was suggested that the
Situation in a' ;rticulavregionlinust be "ripe" and that support from the
major powe is pstiaIry desirable if a regional negotiation is to make

', .'/' real progre s. There was concern that regional attempts at arms control
might dikracf from a more inclusive global approach and that the
citation of a regional forum might freeze rather than unlock a situation;

4Ouie participants emphasized the great potentials of the ongoing
Vienna negotiations on force. reductions in Europe, while others
differed. It was also pointed out that it would be desirable if certain
regional im.s races could be "frozen." -,

Des ite the problems `involved, most argued that regional arms
Unita ons could and should be advanced on a pfagmatic baiis,
whe ver favorable conditions exist. They maintained that the regional
an globallapproaches. should be viewed as complementary, not

wally exclusive, and as potentially reinforcing each other.
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INTRODUCTION
The-Internatibnal Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was established

1957-on the initiative of the United States. Its 34.-member Board of

Governors, in which there is no vetop and its budget, are entirely
separate from the United Natibns although it makes an annual report to

the U.N. General Assembly. At pretent the IAEA has 110 members.

In suggesting the establish-men) of the IAEA, the United States

hoped to enlist the internatioaal dimmunity in furthering the purposes

of the "Atoms for Beace" programVI particular, this meant setting up'

an international system to safeguard against the die lion of nuclear
materials from peaceful to military purposes. This safegfiards function

,ncreased in importance when the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

;Nuclear Weapons (NPT), signed in 1968, sstgned to the IAEA the

function of verifying the obligationsof non - nuclear weapon states party

to -the Treaty not to divert .their peaceful progrimns to weapons

production or other nuclearexplosive devices.

This, assignment represents one of the few instances where an
organization's functions later used to verify a treaty predated. the treaty

itself; were,,, tself; there we many benefits frofn this fact.
W4
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'4-1,.A

.
Working gradually, over about 15 years, the IAEA had developed asystem of safeguards, and: equally 'important, wide acceponce of itsprocedures even though they involvkd the visits of Agency inspectors tonational nuclear facilities and the review of operating records.Acceptance of this degree.of intrusion on national sovereignty'reflectsthe realization by most of the world's nations of the'clanger of nuclear_ war. At the end bf 1975, the IAEA had safeguards agreements in forcewith 64 states and approved agreements awaiting entry into foyce with,17, some under bilateral arrangements and others under the NPT.

Today the dangers of nuclearweapons proliferation are so great thatthe IAEA, understandably, is the cus of a broad and lively debate` about the adequacy of international eguards. The Agency has been atarget foi- both criticism and praise n our assessment of the way it hasbeen used, tbis discussion gr und much to criticize, and niuch to .praise in the context of t the Agency's future.
gt theuresent tint IAEAagreements cover all but one of the power

reactors, and all-but seven of the research reactors of a type whosebyptoducts could be diverted o weapons outside the nuclearweapons states.% l addition ur small reprocessing plants, .oneuraniltia4nrichrhent plant and 'one fuel-fabrica,tion plant are, not'cove d. These figures, however, merely state the problem as it existstoday. Facilities under construction, on osier, or planned v.411 add
Immensely to the. scope of the'problem. 'Projections of tile.number of, facilities% together with the oft-expressed concern thiit there are"loopholes" 'e en for those 'facilities now under Such regimes, haveth. review of IAEA's future. '

analyzi g th&capabilities, both present 'andluture, of the IAEAwith respect to 'detecting the diversion of nuclear, materials frompeaceful purposes to use in weaions or other nuglear explosive devices,i this -report assn nlik that the prevention of the spread of nuclear
weapons, through tiTENPT or throughwidespread acceptance of IAEA tsafeguards, is an essential step in the interest of world peace. Thosesharing this assumption, however, point out that the failure of the major) weapons powers to achieve substantial measures for the cessation of thenuclear arms race ancrrelating to nuclear disarmament may be at leastac dangerous an gbstaCle to this objective as any lack of present orfuture capacity othe IAEA to detect unauthorize4 cliverston of nuclearmaterials from-peaceful pu,sposes to use in weapons. The focus of the4-review, however, is primarily on tiis latter aspect of the problem.

)
QUALITY OF SAFEGUARDS

The IAEA has a professional. §taff of about .460 members,headquarrt red iu ',Vienna. Of thest, 100 staff members .includingi --. some TO inspectors are responsible for checking On the. signators'compliance with regulations designed to deter (and hence prevent)/diversion of special nuclear material's for use in weapons. They operate
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sunder a philoso by that their ability to haveiiratiy detection of any

such diversion 11 deter any such diversion from taking place.

, '''. e: in judging h w effective this'program of timely detection has heeii,

ana will. be, we must recognize at least two restraints under Which it ----
5 ....

must operate. e first is that restrictions, imposed in the name of $ '
tnitional sove w gnty, have inhibited, and can continue tojnhibit;IAEA

inspectors in eir conduct of on -Site 'surveillance at many Ticlear.i
,

facilities. The quirement that inspectors be acce?table to theinspected

country may make it spossible to stall an insaection. And the

Alequirement f permission to cross national boundfries, and for,that ''

"smatter to en r a,plant under the control of a local guard, makes a truly
4,. urprise i pection different in degree, rather than in kind, from a

iiregular ins ction. Some exifessed concern that restriction of IAEA

Ingliectors1 "strategic points" in a safegUarded facility of a NPT

-iiatiori, and e discretion of a NPT nation to devise its own nuclear:

jnateUniformity
f IAEA inspectiontaand audits under the NPT. Some of usfial b Okkeeping system, also serve to limit the depth and

See these restrictions as barriers to-the effectiveness of a truly,global

safeguards system.
';;3Purely technical difficulties also' stand in the:way. U.S. sourceshave

. 14dicated,, for ejsample, that for large nuclear facilities inspection ,,.

'pronnies, high assurance (95%) of detecting diversions of 8kg. of

plutonituu of 25 kg. of contained uranium, per facility, per year: Lesser
,. .,-

"i:

ntities, of-diverted material Would be detected with a pronor-
,6nately Tdwer probability of detection. Anioun of this magnitude,

however, are roughly the qUantities needed
An_

e a "crude" nuclear

' explo,sive device, and to some critics at leastihis " igh assurance" seems

inadequate: HoweverA thri may be more than, sufficient to deter a

iotential diverter frOm trying.
To be sure, no safeguards system can be completely foolproof, and it

irtheconsensus among us that there is no absolute assuranceof 'AEA'S

success in limiting the dive 'on of nuclear materials leading to

proliferation of nuclear. weep ns. This fact ,should, we believe, 'be

squarely faced. Porto pretend at-perfect safeivards are achjevables

to mislead the nubile and dis ort the realities of proliferation politics.-

It appears likely, however, that "absolute" safeguards are not always

necessary to proVide some level of ,reasonable deterrence to

unauttiorized diversion, although thif group felt ill-equipped toassign

any numerical probabilities to such a success rate. We must also recall t

'that IAEA safeguards e not the only prOgrams in operation which

might provide information bout a diversion; there are national means

of obtaining information. ere are, of course, steps that should be

taken to improve` quality of IAEA inspectiorisi-These include

increasing the efficiency Ofsafeguards we have. These include a ne r

, uniform standards fairly and consistently applied; including, wh n

necessary, rounslothe-clock inspection (this doedirot include light-water
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reactors), easier access and greater physical surveillance at facilitieswith special vulnerahilities to nuclear-material diversion, such asnatural- uranium; heavy-water reactors, that can be fueledcontinuouslywithout shutdown. It. also includes standardized and improved
accounting methods, and standardized and better seals and monitors'
where access to nuclear materials should' be limited. And it wouldinclude lifting some of the current restrictions on the operations of
cameras or recording devices. Further consideration should also begiven to making publicly available the inspection reports and theevaluation of accounting reports and material balances.

In evaluating these international standards we should bear in mindthat There is no apparent technical or scientific reason why IAEAsafeguards techniques could not be significantly improved andextended. That.they have not been improved and extended comes downto 'a matter of political decision on the part of governments concerned.
As one participant put it: "An international agenicycan only do what itsmembers want it to do. It has no authority of it4own. If you, don't likewhat it's doing then don't blame the agency -blank the member.states." Indeed, compared to the. worldwide total expenditures ofmoney and manpower 'for nuclear development the Agency's hudger, and staff sgm miniscule.

In evaluating the deterrent capability of IAEA safeguards, weshould also bear in mind that IAEAcannot and does not claim toprovide:, (I) physical protection to nuclear facilities; (2) actualprevention of diversion or pursuit and reconnaissance 'thereafter; (3)detection of clandestine nuclear activities; a nd.(4) regulation of nuclearexports. Also there are certain practical and political limitations on theimmediate and drastic application of sanctions a inst diVerters inviolation of its safeguards.
In making an overall evaluation of IAEA safe rds that takes all
se considerations into account, perhaps the most honest thing we canabout current IAEA programs and procedures is that, considering

ti4objectives, theyare-;generally reliable" and "workable" where theyire. applied. The group agreed that while accountability andsurveillance problems exist, there is no evidence of any diversion formilitary purposes. Some 'felt that in light of the aforementioned)'safeguards problems, the mere fact that no diversion has been disclosed
by the IAEA is insufficient assurance that diversions have not, in fact,taken place. In short, as we will indicate later, both the breadth and 'depth of those operations should be improved if the IAEA is to meetsatisfactorily the tasks that lie ahead.

ISREADt14 OF APPLICATION OF (AEA SAFEGYAkOi
We honsidered the breadth of the 4AEA safeguards within ail"'individual state, in particular whether or not it would be advisable forstates accepting these safeguards to place all of their entire nuclear fuel

22
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cycle activities under Agency regulations.7As Director General Eklund 6

said to the IAEA's Twentieth Sesiion,of the GeperakConference: It may

be necessary to stipulate "as anirrevocable condition forthedelively of t
nuclear materialor equipment, that the receiViling state accepts IAEA

safeguards on its entire 'nyclear programme."
Technically.it is easier to "balance the books" if all the "pages" are

, open. A safeguard system that' covers the entire fuel cycle system of a

' state is easier to. adrdinister and more reliable than one restricted to

L particular facilities: , ,.:
1

Politically a total-fuel-ttyele approach is also attractive, because it is

of dubious merit tobe able to apply stringent safeguards to some of the

country's.nuclear facilities while ignoring others. This also serves as a

source ot'discrimination against parties to the NPT who accept
safeguards on all sources of special fissionable material andall peaceful ,

nuclear activities, while at the game time such materials arc sold to

countries not party to the Treaty under safeguards applying only to the

particular materials being transferred; . ,

A method of handling this problem would be the widespread

adoption. of a policy not to provide nuclear assistance to any non-

duclear weapon state not party to the Treaty unless they have agreed to..

' accept IAEAsafeguards on all their peaceful nuclear programs.
We recognized that such a policy, which seems to be required by the

spirit of the NPT, may present some problems under the various U.S.

bilateral agreements for nuclear assistance, some of 4hich appear to be

pointing in a different direction from the Treaty. We believe, however,,

that this problem can be handled, by renegotiation of bilateral

agreements or otherwise.
There -has been increasing pressure within the U.S. Congress for

. .-.4aubstantial U.S. initiatives to upgrade national and international

,' measures for non-proliferation. The Symington Amendment to the ..

,, Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, recently enacted into law, cuts off

certain U.S. aid for any country expOrting or importing the means to

enrich uranium or reprocess spent fuel to extract plutonium unless the

importing country places all of its nuclear facilities under IAEA and

agrees to place the facilities under iniiltilateral auspicel when available.

'" Because the immediate impact of the bill is on a relatively smallnumber

of countries (perhaps two or three at the present time), and because of

an elaborate set of provisions for Presidential. and Congressional

reactions over whether the restrictions can he set aside, the worldwide

impact of the bill may not be too great. Yet it is useful* an indication of

the way attitudes in Congress are forming. It appears likely that

additional le atiop along this line; for non-proliferation policy, will

be considered by the 95th. ongress.
,

Practically all of our grou was in sympathy with this direction in

)(U.S. Congressional policy. This concept raises, in the minds-of some
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palticipants, doubt about the standing of the nuclear weapon state toinsist on inspectinpthe facilities of non - nuclear weapon states in orderto be sure that they riot being used to make weapons while refusingto permit ,inspeatio of their own facilities on a similar basis andcontinuing to turn oy increasing ar4ounts* of material for their ownweapons use. Carried its logical conclusion this doubt could be metby an agreement by all were not to produce nuclear materials for usein weapons. , , /
The participants AverOlaympathetic with this position, tut many feltthat adopting a polity thetight result in full IAEA .safeguards for non-weapon countries was toe iMportant to hold it up until the adoption ofatreaty on the cessation of production of nuclear materials for use inweapons, and this hale been the sutiject of negotiation without successfor many years.

- '
POSSIBLE CHANGES IN STEltidTSINE

..: , AND FUNCTIONS O'F';,,IlliA. :
Separate Promotional and Regulatory FunCtions , . "

By a sizable, margin thisgroup rejected for.now the frequently madeproposal to split the IAEA along functional lines, .much asthe U.S.,Atotriic Energy Commission (AEC) had been split in 19751nto separatereRlattry (NRC-Nuclear Regulatory Commission) and research-angkpromotion ERDA-Energy Research Skid . Developrntra
Administration) bodies. While. many members saw no useful parallel

-**iween the U.S. experienCe and the future of IAEA's operations, mostnevertheless said that ifa functional split should be made in the future,one the new bodies be charged with research and promotion on all,forms of energy. Iii addition,'a view was raised that a new body to dealwith alternate energy sources might more fittingly beettablished withinthe United Nations.
-i . .

SecurityAssume Responsibility for Physical Security .
The group considered the Agency's possible role in physical securityagainst theft and sabotage. Although4 majority of the group felt thatthe IAEA should take no direct responsibility for the physical securityof any installation or material not it own, thegroup did believe that theIAEA should have a role in the problem of physical security that couldrun parallel,to, and perhaps sometimes be a part af, its role in safetymatters. For example, we agreed that the IAEA should continue to,

develope, improve, and circulate model Gphysical-seturity plans andassist states in implementing them: We also concluded that individual,securi plans should be reviewed and approved, /lot Only befoie theIAE 'ves assistance to a plan bin also beforei-,Oeitain preferential:credi i financing agreements are made by suctilitiblic financial insti-tutions as the U.S. Export-Import Bank or by the World Bank. We
24
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further suggest concluding an international convention tolestablish
physical security standards calling for IAEA.supervision.

Prevent As Well As Detect _

We were divided on the question of whether or not IAEA should
have a role and effectiveness in the prevention of diversion as well as
timely detection. There was, of course, fiddisagreementthat the IAEA
does not hive the power to 'engage in direct prevention as such. We
discusted, and,some of us disagreed on, the extent that the IAEA could
cause sanctions to be imposed as a result of a diversion that would have
theffect of preyenting diversion. We concluded that the future rOlg of
the so-called "suppliers grolip" bears directly on this' Olicy alternative,

_The possibility was discussed that the suppliers might choose fa impose
their own te. ononlic:sanction's as a means of forcing theircustonitis to'
accept IAEA or more stringent safeguards. Considerable skepticism
was expressed on this point by many, and some regfetted that the policy
of secrecy maintained by the suppliers group made effectiye discussion
of this point impossible.

Considering action the Agency could take on its owri, it was pointed .-
out.tbat a finding of a diversion by the Board of Governors of the
could result in suspending any nuclear aid from thh IAEA. It would also
result inaction by which the IAEA directed any either Agency me ers
with. whom.the offender

the
nuclear arrangements tit) suspen y

shipnients of:nuclear materials. We discussed the opinion that there was
a legal obligation to comply with this direction, but we could not '4

generally agree about whether thtre would be compliance. In
'.considering what sort of sanctions could be applied, the groupci-,.
concluded-that no clear scheduli of 'penalties could practically be
devised in advance. It Maybe useful, however,-to develop a progressive

*scale of possibli sanctions, beginning with the Most fundamental and
operational, such as citing a facility for violation and withholding
further technical assistance. From these procedural'beginnings could-
come an egcalating choice of options, ending with a referral to the
Security-Council. We recognized that the final sanction would be (in
addition to economic measures discussed above) this referral to the
Security Councli. All these steps would reqUire the political will of the
member states, particularly the Board of Governors,ind such political
will has not as yet been tested. '

; .

Extending the Agency's Authority .

This option folldws directly from the prior subsection because one
way the IAEA could prevent, as well as detect, diversion is to conduct
certain nuclear operatiOns. A variant of this approach could be to,
'arrange to conduct such operations by a multinational organization
under IAEA direction. This arrangement we believe would make

_s
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diversion less likely. We divided, on the question of extending IAEA
actions intolhe various sections of the fuel cycle. As to reactors, there
'was no-support fo; difect operations by IAEA, and slight support for
indirect operatiotis in special circumstances through a multinational
facility under Agency direction. We did agree, However, that LiCEA
operation of, spent fuels storage (as authorized by Article XII, sub-
paragraph A-5 of the Statute) is a tint and logical step to possible
involvement in Other aspects of the fuel cycle. On other matters, such as
chemical reprocessing, our views differed widely. Some members
thought the IAEA had no direct role in operating reprocessing, a
majority thought we should adopt a "wait-and-see" attitude to such
involvement, and a few thought that direct participation by the Ageniy,/,
would be useful in the future. It was our consensus, however, that itis
prerna,ture to make a decision for the IAEA, in part beca the

: advisability,of piprocessing .from non-proliferation, safeguards, a d
economic reasons is still too uncertain. Nevertheless, soine,thou t

1reprocessing essential.
We do' concur that the IAEA should conduct research and

development on alternative methods for handling and using spent fuel,
e.g. the so-called "tandem fuel cycle" thatse-uses spent fuel from light-
water reactors in heavy-water reactors. The so-called "thorium fuel
cycle" is another candidate for futurc_research_and4evelopment; and .
should be pursued.

U.S. SUPPORT FOR IAEA IN FUTURE
-The United States, as the founder and a principal participant in

the IAEA, has special opportunities and obligations toossist the
AgencyZs continued development.
..First, it should take a financial leadfiiissuring that the Agency's

budget will be adequate and its sources of funding reliable for the
tasks that lie ahead. IAEA officials say that present levels and sources of
their funding are adequate to meet current needs. But before long the :
Worldwide expansion of nuclear power and the`iiicessary extension
of inspection and other services to more countries and facilities will
require drastic increases in the Agency's financial resources. IAEA is
now funded by annual assessnients and voluntary contributions. For
the 1980s and beyond many felt new funding mechanisms seem
necessary, and the group heard prdposals for different approaches to
this task. For example, an international assessment on nuclear, power
plants (perhaps one-twentieth of a mill per kilowatt hour) would vastly
increase currently available funds. Using this suggested price, a 1,00-
.114we plant would provide a revenue of $300,Q00a year one-twentieth ,
the present total IAEA annual safeguards budget, which is about $6
011191:a Year. ' .
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Another possible Source of revenue could be a higher contribution')
om the United Stlites and other major powers to help in achieving

adequate safeguards.. . - .

bud, the United States, should take the lead in sharing its
safeguards capabilities with the IAEA. This can be dyne two

-7Avays: ,(1) nting technical assistance money and pers9nnel to,
out the- researclr and development programs that the IAEA

considers most essential for improving its safeguard capabilities, and
' (2) .by sharing with othev nations through IAEA technical-
, information exchange -- the latest techniques and equipment for'

. conducting safeguards activities. In this connection, the ,United States
could also give priority to developing further such equipment as
portable monitoring devices for use by IAEA inspectors.

* * * * *
0-

. Money, techniques, and improved sensors all may be necessary to
assist - the IAEA in the struggle to prevent the spread of .nuclear
weaponi. But they are not,enough. What is needed is political will, on
thePart of the United States as well as other countries.

Some members 'suggested that,the NPT, verified -by the IAEA,
boviever commendable; was not- a bold enough step to prevent
proliferation of nuclear weapons because it was not universal and has
no truly ,effective sanctions behind it. The suggestion was made that,;,
there should be a universal treaty outlawing the use of nuclear weapons
and, calling on all other nations of the world to take immediate:,
enforcement measures, to the full extent of their power, again*ak
state that did use nuclear weapons. It was further suggested that a
worldwide conference be called to consider such a treaty.

Many of the participants indiCated they woulg favor a treaty
outlawing the use of nuclear weapons; most of those taking this
indicated, they would favor such a treaty only if it permitted the use of
nuclear weapons in defenie against an armed attack in which a nuclear-
weapon state was actively participating. Many also tarok exception to
the,automatic enforcement vion called for in 'the suggestion.

Notwithstanding this difiktence, we all believe that the peaceful use
,,,:of the atom brihgs with it a special moral and. international

humanitarian concern to avoid the ultimate horror of nuclear war, the
destruction of civilization as we know it if not the extermination of
mankind Against ihis background The narrow concerns of national
sovereignty and financial penury, which may, if we are not watchful,
stand in the way of helping prevent this catastrophe, are dwarfed to the
igignificance they deserve.

-.4
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SALT:
NEGOTIATING',

PROCESS '1

In November, , 1969 the United States and the Soviet Unien
initiated the.Strate Aims Limitation Talks (SALT). The first set of
negotiations, SALT I, resulted in the Antiballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty which limited both sides to .two ABM sites and the Interim
Agreement on Offensi, s which in effect, placed a five-year freeze .

on the aggregate'to f Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and,
Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) launchers in the United
States and Soviet Uniori. Since May lam, when these two agreements
were signed; discussions have continued but there have been no further
agfeements on strategic arms,, except the Protocol to the ABM Treaty
which /educed the permitted number ABMites to one each.
Vladivostok understanding, reach in November of 1974, establishe
the guidelines for an agreement to lace the Inte Agreement. The
envisioned new agreement would li reacIrsid to a aggregate of 2400.
strategic launchers (which includes ICBM and SL M launchers and
heavy bombers); it would also limit each side to no more than 1320'
Jaunchers for missiles equipped with MIRVs (multiple independently
targetablereentry vehicles). This pitiosed SALT II agreement has not,
however, been forthcoming, and the negotiations are stalemated dyer



.
t,he,questions Iheanclusion of the Soviet backfire b-Qmber in their
2404 aggregate and the limitation to, be applied to strategic cruise

Both sides are committed to continuing negotiations to limit
'Strategic weapons. While, the priricitial obstacles' to progress are
subStantive rather-than procedural, the future of these negotiatioili,

-and,,indeed, the future of strategicarms control in general will depend
tp a significant extent on the process by which the United States andthe
Siiviet Union negotiate with each other in this area. It was the purpose
of this discussion group to examine the SALT process as it has operated
iá the SALT land U negotiationslind to suggest ways that it might be
;rniade a more effective instrument for reaching agreements.

TUE SALT PROCESS,
In considerinethe SALT process the group recognized that not one

but three SALT negotiations take place concurrently. In addition% the
U.S.-Soviet negotiations, there are., important -and often difficult -
negotiationsthat take place internally in Washington and presumably
Moscow, for it is here that the political consensusis reached which sets
the parameters for the negotiation between the Americans and Soviets.
In Itilrathington, the .current U.S. mechanism for analysis and decision-
making, which includes inter-agency study groups, the Verificatiol
Panel and the National Security Council .(NSC) system frames the
issues and forces out those positions which have no bureaucratic
sponsors. In fact, during SALT I, the Verification Panel served to shape

. and focus President Nixon's and then National Security, Ad,yisot
Kissinger's thinldngabout the role of the ABM. Inparticullr, detailed
analysis of the effects of large scale ABM deployments on both sides on
strategic stability apparently helped persuade Nixon to offer to

, abandon a.system that he had perionall invested considerable political
capital in getting adopted by the Congress.

The-negotiations between the Soviets and Americans ,in SALT I
took place on two levels: (1) the front channel, formal negotiations
betwee#the two delegations and (2) the, back channel and summit
negotiations between Nixon and Kissinger and their Soviet':
counterparts. the bank channel negotiations were decisive in reaching
agreement but the delegations performed an important role in
exploring issues and resolving many, drafting agreements and dealing
with some of the highly technical issues like radar limits. The U.S.
SALT II delegation appears to have been given less freedfim to engage_

km exploratory discussions than the SALT I delegation.
The' SALT I and II negotiations have been conducted in seeker.

Strategic arms had a great mystique about them at the beginning of
SALT land neither side was ready to disclose muchinfOrmation about
them. Furthermore, it was felt that private negotiations would prove

: ;
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More cqnstructive because there would be less incentive to let polemics
enter into the discussion. However, even if the public and the Congress
'Were *van information about some issues, they were not given
information about the options considered by the President in resolving
those issues and clearly did not participate in that decisioarmalcing
process. Advocates of greater public information about SALT point to
the hick of clear and complete disclosure of the nature of the U.S.-
Soviet MIR1%-ban proposals in earlyand mid-1970 and the state of the'
negotiation?* on a MIRV-ban at that time asan instance in which greater
informatibn could have broadened pdrticipation in the process arid
could have changed the results.

Whilemost-concede apt this tight secrecy existed at the beginning
of SALT I, some argue that the process opened up later and that in the
1972-74 period the broad outlines of what was under negotiation were
known. All recognized, however, that the administration has not made
comprehensive statements on U.S. proposals in SALT I and H, and that
it is only by sifting through the sometimes erroneous and sometimes
accurate -material in the press and journals that one can discern some
idea of U:S. and Soviet positions.

EVAI.UATION AND SUGGESTIONS -

There were differing' assessments- of the adequacy of the present
.SALT prociss. While no one felt that it was perfect, some did feel that
the prodeis was basically satisfactory, needing only minor, changes.
Those who defended the present process considered it important not to `.

'blame the lack of a, SALT II treaty on the SALT negotiating process.
Some argued that the NS,C system was successful in framinttlie.issues
for decisions by the President but that the decisions at the top were not
forthcbming.

group differed sharply over the extent /0 which, the SALT
--negotiations should, be made more public 'Most agreed that more

Openness was desirable in order to broaden public understanding of and
participation in' the SALT process. There was no consensus on 'the
degree of publicity desirable. Some maintained that thebasic proposals
of the U.S. government should, within a reasonable period of time, be
made available to the Congress and the public, and that the specific .
Soviet proposalS and counterpioposals should be discussed with the
appropriate Congressional committees on a regular basis. On the other.
side, the majority of'the members seemed to feel that it would be a
mistake to make U.S. propaals,4as opposed to general. U.S. goats,
public. Others argued that, it was much more difficult to change
negotiating positions that had been officially atfablished in public, and,
in particular, that it was much easier eget atoughdr" in the public
domain than "softer." The proponentsof disclosure,of negotiating
proposals rejected these arguments; they cited, examples of public
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C$Obations, like thole concerning the Non-Proliferation Treaty ,70
u(NPT), which were successful and asserted that the benefits to ant& '4

control and the de motic procesi of publicParticipation in important
-government ddhision-thaking. far out:weighed whatever inflexibility'
-atich',pUblicity might interject into the bargaining process.

A.,related issue - concerns 'the extent to which ,U.S, verification
capabilities tbould be made public. Recent charges of-Soviet cheating

. on.SALT I have created same public uneasiness about our ability to
.insure.kovietcomplguice. Although the inolligence community tendS,

to resist disclosing any information about our "national technical
ideans of verifitation," many urged that more information (including
iatellite photographs) could be -made public without 'Compromising
necessary capabilities, and that mare disclosure about verificati8n

b ties a compliance issues was necessary .to.,recapt* public
co ens our verification abilitiestand the SALT prose' s itself.
Sever-kmembers did indicate, however, that they believed that the
public Would be surprised not by the extent but rathei the limits of f)ur
capabilities,,due. to the rather extravagant technical claims that have
beeninade-in the last four years about reconnaissance satellites. It v)as
further acknowledged that while one-might want tb',publicize more
compliancy information, one should be sensitiveintheneed to preserve

appropriate confidentiality of the meetings of' the Standisii,
Consultatiye Commission (SCC), which is charged with overseeingthe
continued iiimpliance with the SALT I agreements to encourage the
Soviets to be forthcoming in4hd SCC with evidence to allay our fears of
violations. Even so,at least one member of the group considered secrecy
in the SALT negotiations more important than secrecy in theiSCC.

-There was also' disagreeinent about the role' of the Congress in
'SALT, and, in. particular, the amount of information given the
Cdfigress by the Eiecutive. Where was general agreement that the

is not.adequately informed on SALT-related issues. There
was disagreement about the extent to which this was °due tcc
shortcomings on the part: of the EiceIlptive Branch or on the part of the
Congress. Most, however, felt tat members of Congress should not be

on thelitS. delegation..
Although the group agreed, that the NSC system had, functioried

' reasonably well, at least one member felt that the head of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency. (ACDA) was* not given due

(deference in the NSC arms, control folicy making, process. He
maintained that the Arms Control and Disarmament Act, which !bade
the Director of ACDA- -the principal advisor to the Pretident and

- *Secretary of State on 'arms control and disarmamenpolicy, was
intended by the Congress to give the head of ACDA a special voice in
arms control- matters and that the present NSC system was not
consistent :with that inte t.- Ot%rs* disagreed,, asserting that the
Congress could not Ibrce e Presidest to accept anyone's ativiee and
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that the head of ACDA could now and indeed did now report directly to
thePiesident. AU acknowledged that the head of ACDA does not have
the PowerPto initiate inter-agency studieS, unless authorized by the
'NSC 'S
that t prop
agencieeac

Most me

lieved he should have that authority; others considered,
restraint on ACDA's power over ether government
ties.

rs felt that Henry Kissinger had been lien so many
roles to play n U.S. foreign policy that the SALT process sometimes

security should play a central role in the SALT process, the
suffered. ,Whip it was acknowledged that the President's' nations

consensus was that this advisor should not also be the chief presidential
negotiator. Such a dual role not only causes delays in decision-making
due to the significant time such a presidential emissaryspends out of the
country, but it also can lead to only periodic and'spotadic exploration
of the issues. Furthermore, since negotiators sometime tend to become
more concerned with getting agree ent than with substance, it was

erson who is senior advisor and
the detailed negotiations.

liber negotiators are very.important to
tions. Negotiators must be competent to

e highly techni
ere Was. disa

.en negotiators, ho
should make general

considered wise not -to have the.
coortlinator, on substance also d

The group agreed that hi
the success of SALT neg
address issues which
SALT agreement.
flexibility to be
the negotiato
should be
Sovie
the

but critical to a workable
ent about the- extent of

r. While no one argued that
licy, some did feel that they

owed to explore more extensively alternatives with the
nd should be encouraged .to make more recommenditions to

cision-makers in Washington. It was acknowledged, however,
t the success of Mich an exploration on the delegate level was in fart

determined by the degree of flexibility given the Soviet negotiators.
While recognizing that further restrictions on the negotiating power of
delegates caused delays and perhaps missed. opportunities in arms
limitation, some members maintained that this was at times inevitable
because of the heed to integrate arms control pakitions with other
domestic and foreign policies.

The .current SALT delegation includes top-level' representatives,
with their own staffs, from several agencies. This system emphatizes
each menber's agency affiliation and tends to slow down negotiations
and to -contribute to the administration's emphasis on the less cum-
bersome back channel. Howeyer, it does make it easierto get domestic

ptatice of the SALT agreernents once they are negotiated.
e grouri,scemedagenerally to agree that eally the head of the
on should be a person of high statu personal career

and political clout, with a close relate hip, with the (
d with members of Congress. Some conside ost career

nd foreign service officers,mlikely to have this type of
and maneuverability; others maintained that these

delega
flexibilit
President
civil servan
political step
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groups often have the greatest expertise and should not be ruled out as a
-..,group.

In terms of bargaining tactics, the group agreed that bargaining
chips and "hedging" authorizations were a mkt of the present SALT
process but were unable to agree on suitable and workable Substitutes:
No onehad ch onfidence in the possibilities of unilateralrestraint as
an effective fining technique. Some did argue that instead of
ppropriatin onejt to systems and beginning to'build then\ in order to
create .a barga ng chip to then negotiate hway (as was done with the
safeguard sitea Grand Forksin SALT I), the Congress and Presidefit
should agree on, ntingent authorizations which would be ifsed for new
weapons systenis only if the two sides were linable to reach a suitable
arms limitation agreement. Some doubted the credibility of this
technique and the likelihood that the Congress,;*ould give' such'
Contingent plater to the President after pushing to get the
authorization, albeit conti
however, the diffihulty of
,significant amount of m
process

FinaOn the group agreed t
there were strong - presidential I

nt, through the Congress. AU recognized,
ping a weapons system once it achieved a
tum in the research and development

,

the SALT process could Only work if
dership. Because varying groups are

likely to oppose particular arms control measures, the President must
not insist on total consensus;, instead 'he or she must be to
overrule the agencies when necessary. kis true that there are Z. to
the Ilresidents liberty to alienate certain powerful groups -Ole i ye
strong advocate* Congress; but it was argubd that the President could
do more in arms control by being ,more bold and more willing to
cultivate his or her own powerful constituency in the_Congress and the
general public.

.
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INTERNATIONAL)
PLUTONIUM

MANAGEMENT AND,
NON-PROLITERATION

STRAtEGY

INTRODUCTION
Until recently, the principal focus of U.S. non-proliferation st tegy

r- has been the negotiation, ratification and implementation of the reaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons-(NPT) which ntered
into force in 1990 and now has grown to include almost 100 dons:

Since 197, however, new elements, complexities and cha enges
ha'ye been injected into the non-proliferation scene whiph serve to define
sand to sharpen thplutoniurn management issues resolved in the
next 20 years. The surging price of nilabllowing the Middle East war of
1973 and OPEC's substahtial control of the market highlighted the
limited extent of the worfd's'oil resources. It convinced many advanced
and developing countries, including the oil producers, that th-e-y-had
essentially no option other than IQ concentrate on nuclear poVier. As a
result', it is virtually certain that by the raid-19Q0s .there will be an
accumulation of vast amounts of spent fuel produced by nuclear power
reactors in many parts of the world. From this "speht fuel," it is possible
to recover plutonium, which then can be used either nuclear power
or to produce nucleai explosive devices.
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The reality of this 'danger was highlighted by the second
'development the Indian nuclear explosion of May 1974; which
provided.a dramatic demonstration that the development of nuclear
power with only paraally safeguarded facilities gives anjcountry which
possesses a reprocessing plant a derivative nuclear weapons option.

The third. development of the 1970s was the maturing of nuclear
power in the advanced countries, particularly in Western Europe, end
the development of a lively competition in power reactors, reactor
components, and other nuclearfacilities, and in all probability, by the
early 1980s; in enriched uranium. At one stage there were
apprehensions that commercial"competition among suppliers might'
result in a relaxation of safeguard requirements. Another development
of the growing competitive market has been a tendency; to make
available the sale of a nuckrar power plant the most c gstly component

with the sale of fuel cycle facilities, particularly plants,
which Make it possible to separate plutonium into a form. hle in the
manufacture of nuclear .explosives. . 4

In the past two ,yeati it has become apparent that in addition to the
NPT, a "'Second track needed to take care particidarly of the
nonmembership of France s(a Current supplier)And of the non-NPT
countries, deVeloping nuclear power, such as -Argentina .and Brkil,

"India ind Pakistan, Israel and Egypt, South Africa, and Spain, As a
result of this situation, there are gaps in the non-weapons Oommitments
and the safeguard& coverage of the /T regime. While specific
equipment and materials acquired by the non -NPT stateSfrom member -

states are subject to International Atomic Energy AgencytABAy
safeguards, those, that are indigenously constructed, or received fronf a .

non-NPT supplier state, may not be safeguarded.
In an effort to reduce these.gaps in Safeguard, coverage and to

control access to plutonium and highly enriched uranium, the United
States has undertaken to develop a common front among the principal
supplier nations concerning the safeguards and restricitioni to be
applied to all international translations.

These developments have led 'tc.t increasing concern in the U.S.
Congress and to a basic reexamination in the Executive Branch of
nuclear export-policies. Extensive hearings have been held and recent

legislation.enacted to establish more rigorous policies and co rols on
the elspart of nuclear technblogy. Meanwhile,he United Sta is at a

"critical stagepf decision in terms of its own power requiremen . The
question is nowlefore the Nuclear'Regulatory Commission whe er to
license reprocessing and plutonium recycle for widespread commercial
use in current light-water reactors. This has proved to be a highly
controversial issue both within and viithdut the government.

Although this group dealt heavily with the technology of nuclear
prolifelation, the climate of .insecUrity that nurtures such weapon
capabilities also includes fundameniAl military, political, and onoinic
questions.
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'This group focused on the following, subjects: the NRT regime;
safeguards and the supplier conferences.; the -adequacy of IAEA

`safeguards; multinational fuel centers and thelAEA role in fuel cycle
management; domestic recycle; and Congressionarlegislatiol. Despite
this focus,owe recognize the fundamental military, political, and
economic questions that create a climate of insecurity which nurtures
such weapon capabilities. .

THE NPT AND INTERNATIONAL CONTROL
In order to secure agreement concerning plutonium management, ,

the group agreed, thksupplier states must appreciate the grievances, the
sense of discrimination, and the expectations of the non-nuclear
weapon states (NNWS) under the NPT regime and seriously atteinpt to
find remedies for them. For example, states beyond the NPT regime can,'
still import nuclear power equipment and materials without accepting
bbligations incumbent upon NPT parties. There should be greater
benefits for NPT members than for non-members. At least the NPT
contains a commitment and offers NNWS parties protection against
domestic influence's for a nuclear weapon capability while,.
Oncurrently, reassuring neighbors of a state's peaceful intentions.

However, the possible risks of withdrawal from the Treaty sttould be
given greater recognition and -penalties for violations should be
strengthened. For their part, NNWS signatories argue that those
suppliers which are also parties to the Treaty have weakened it by failing
in their own obligations (i.e., vertical. arms control, technological
Assistance, etc..).

For,the sake of sovereignty and potential economic benefit, many
NNWS are eager to maintain all developmental options. Earlier
shortcomings in U.S. fuel supply have given such stateos sufficient
reason for sensitivity. It was argued that their competition for advanced
nuclear capabilities portends not so much regional military rivalries as
it does NNWS fear that technological inferiority.will only encourage
further discriihination in their dealings with nuclear weapon powers.

It is U.S. policy to oppose the transfer of both enrichment and
reproce,ssing technologies since both, imply a weapon potential. The
cinieg type of nuclear power reactors can be commercially exported
and operated with or without the reprocessing of fuel and the recycle of
plutonium. The emphasis on reprocessing for fuel supply cannot be a
significant part of the reason for acquiring sugi a capability since
reprocessing would only satisfy at most twentrpercent of a state's

en
nuclear fuel need there remain too many divergent views and
energy independ onomic benefits, and the future of technology
for NNWS td base their decisions on current calculations, according to
some discussants.
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SAFEQUARQ$ AND THE SUPPLIER CONFTRENCES,
In the area of safeguards, substantial progress has been made it the

supplier conferences to eliminate competition among sUppliers to be lb
applied to individual transactions with importing nations. Moreover,
these IAEA safeguards have been strengthened in several respects, in-
tludinx (1) the requirement of,tpecific assurances that ekports to a
non-NPT country are not used to make nuclear explosives for any
purpose, peadeful or not, as currently the case with NPT members; (2)
that the importer has adequate physical security for those facilities and
materials; (3) that the same safeguards will be required by the'

,importing country on any re-export of these facilities and materials;
and, finally, (4) that safeguards would be extended to any replication of

, sensitive facilities 'using important technology involved in the
tansactin:4".

Despite this progress in safeguards and the establishment of some
common restrictions on the transfer of sensitive technologies, some
discussants saw a need for tougher restraints on reprocessing and the
export of sensitive facilities. Some legislative skepticism was expressed
over the adequacy of these achievements of and prospects for further
progress. . .

However, the cooperation° of user nations and their acceptance of
supplier restrictions will, ultimately be essentiallo ensure the success of

,the . non - proliferation regime. It is generally recognizes that any
attempts to proceed on a confrontation basis with the. other suppliers
would probably fail. (Since none of the suppliers receive U.S. military
or economic aid, recent proposals of enforcing U.S. Policies through
their curtailment in fact only apply to the user nations.)

These aboye pointi are important steps to fill some of the gaps in
It.coverage produced by the fact that not all suppliers and not all receiving'
countries are NPT members. But the fact still remains that_ NPT
ountries have safeguards on all their facilities, constructed
ndigenously or with outside assistance. The same is not true of non-
PT membeft:4 .

,

One possible.remedy is asuppliers agreement to condition transfers
of fuel, equipment and technology to non-NPT countries on their
acceptance of IAEA safeguards on all their facilities, indigenous or
acquired with outside assistance (the so-called "poorman's NPT"
accepting the full range of safeguards, but without a formal non-
weapons commitment under the NPT). It is understood that the IAEA 4
is prepared to consider measures to implement such an approach, if .

adopted by supplier countries. .

The IAEA capabilities to guard adequately reprocessing plants was
considered. The,group concluded that given a combination of methods,
particularly physical presence, reprocessing plants can be safeguarded
in terms of pro.viding prompt detection of diversion. However, even if
detecliiin is prompt the time scale between diirersion and weapon °
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*acquisition could be very short, even though kome thought it an unlikely
eventuality. We are more Concerned with this0-eater *mat of outright
termination of IAEA agreements. Ultimately, the effectiveness of
,safeguarding depends op the measures that 'are taken after detection:
There are no precedents for action once a violation is detected.

sANCTIoNS. .

Although no sanctions are provided for the NPT, they can in fact
be applied by both the IAEA and by individual supplier states. The U.S.
Secretary of State recently noted that "any violator of IAEA safeguards
must face immediate and drastic penalties." What does this imply or is it
best to leave the. consequences deliberately vague? Termination of the
violator's fuel supply would be an obvious first step, should the supplier
states be in agreement. This could combine with IAEA procedures (i.e.,

- expulsion, report to security) council, etc.) to create a multillyered\
`deterrenee system. A violator is risking far more than the loss of one
contract when confronted by suppliers enfofcing sanctionsihrough the
IAEA. Thp group believed that although we should go further in
shaping the sanctions imposed by the supplier states, once this praetipe
is combined 'with the IAEA, the deterrent value is significant. It was

-ressrized, however, that there could be severe disagreement over
precisely what constitutes a yiolaiion.

.4

MULTINATIOMAL FUEL CYCLE CENTERS
AND THE;ROLE OF THE IAEA

In the search for alternatives -to the development of premature and
dangerous national reprocessing' plants several concepts were
examined, designed to reduce the motivation for 'nations to acquire
national facilities of their own. One of these the proiision of
centralized reprocessing services within supplier territory Was only
briefly examined by the group, except in the context of the domestic
issue of plutonium recycle, considered hereafter, where there were
substantial differences of opinion.

More attention was given to the concept of multinational fuel cycle
centers first proposed by the United States tri 1974449i'alternative to
national reprocessing plants and- as a reinforcenfent of IAEA
safeguards. It is cunintly'the subject of a feasibility, study by the IAEA.

Without prejudicing the findings of the IAEA, the-group expressed
some skepticism as to t balance of advantage's and disadvantages of
such centers in plutoni management and in proliferation terms,

There was little don that the concept of providing a few large
plants to 'store, reprocess, and fabricate plutonium fuel for recycle
would reduce the worldwide access to nuclear explosive material in
national plants. It had logical economic and technological justifications
as an alternative to uneconomic and premature reprocessing plants. It
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had the physical advantages of co-16cated facilities. lItt simplified the
safeguards assignments of the IAEA in a few large plants, rather than
many small ones. Because'of its, multinational nature, the risk of
national takeover and diversion of plutonium was reduced, and the
safeguards and security of the plant would be enhanced with other
nations as monitors of national behavior.

In practice, however, a number ofdrawbacks were rioteal. What
nations would agree on a multinational venture? Where would it be
located? Designed an alternative to premature national reprocessing
would it instead ac'c'elerate premature interest in reprocessing and
plutoniuM separation tyhich would otherwise not exist?

Furthermore, considerablie skepticism, if not outright oppositiOn, to
multinational fuel centers by some of the principal suppliers was
observed; with an immediate market for national reprocessing plants,
and by some of the Third World countries who dislike the complicated

_nature of such centers and are concerned about the possible domination
of such centers by the supplier countries engaged in enterprise.

Accordingly, there was considerable support for a very modest
initial approach by the IAEA to this venture,'perhaps by a proposal for
spent fuel storage facilities as the first step. This would leave open, for
evolutionary development, the question whether these centers' should
grow into full fuel cycle facilities, with co-located, reprocessing plains,

. fu4 fabrication, and waste disposal facilities.-Meanwhile, a major effort
should be made to devise genuinely effective international controls over

..such centers.
Currently, study is being- givenn, to' the possibility of utilizing' the

hitherto unused authority of the IAEA,(under sections 12(a) (5) of its
statute), to establish IAEA repositories for the storage eigier of spent
fuel, before reprocessing, or of plutoniqm, after reproCessing. The
prevailing view. is that attention should be id*en first to ',pent fuel
repositories, and that IAEA plutonium storage should be a part of the
e volutionary deveiloppent of co-located multinational fuel centers, at ado

Kr ; later' date, because of the extreme sensitivity of transporting and
safeguarding the separated plutoniuM.

Arahttrim possibility might be to make use of this authority of the
IAEA* eticisting le'processing plants in the advanced countries and to
give the'Agericy the special responsibility of establishing secure'and

. safeguarded repositories at the site-of the plant, pending mixed oxide
fuel fabrication.

t

---DO1AF..571C .PLUTONIUM REcrtz
There Was extensive discussion of the cont over lid issue of Whether

to license reprocessing and plutonium recycle
United States. In domestic' terms, there fr utiCe
bllance between fuel value of recovered ma
reprocessing costs. These uncertaintiel involve

ustriihise in the
iir
d the mounting
future costs of
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uritnium,and enrichment services, capital costs, waste disposal costs,
and the mode of operating the reactors and the recycle of plutorOum to
theni. in whatever case, ahoy fuel cycle savings will be a very small
fraction of the total cost of generating pclear power.

A °strong industry view is that the commercial development of -the
breeder depends on the recycle and repiocessing of plikijnium and that
such development is the most compelling reason for reprocessing. This
view states that the prompt demonstratioii of the viability of
`reprocessing is necessary to the'commercial viability of the breeder. A
further industry view is that reprocessing is integral to current plans for
radioactive waste disposal. .

Others argue that the problem of waste.management may be better
'et b foregoing reprocessing and permanently disposing-of spent fuel,
or by deferring reprocessing and temporarily storing spent fuel.

ere is disagreement as to whether the encouragement of uranium
Oration and the enlargement of enrichment capacity and the

storage of ,vent fuel in retrievable form could extend the commercial
life of current reactors fOr several decades until commercial
feasibility of breeder reactors is demonstrated. Fi Ily there is
disagreement over the severity of unresolved environmental,
technological, safeguards and security problems involved in the
plutpniunfcycle. . .

The decision, however, may ultimately depend on international
considerations and on fortifying the U.N. non-proliferation objective of
discouraging widespread acquisition of national-reprocessing plants.
Uere, a central problem is how to convince user nations that indigenous
reprocessing i ?not an economically viable feature of a national nuclear
program*.

Some think that the provision of reprocessing services by the
supplier countries through large scale plants, perhaps of a.
multinational nature which would be supplied when the commerical
need for-such services became clear would reduce the incentives to
acquire small, uneconomic but dangerous national reprocessing plants.

-'44*-- Others consider that the impact of the U.S. -decisionAto defer
commercial reprOcessinglwith the possible exception of a government

"41* demonstration plant about which views are varied) until required for
the commericaL 'Use of the' breeder' reactor, would do more than
anything else to convince user nations that they can fully meet their
nuclear power needs without acquiring reprocessing plants. At that

point, it would be fir easier for the supplier countries to take the
position that the acquisition of national reprocessing plants by Third

. World countries-has no current peacefill nuclear power justification,
that restrictions oh the sale of reprocessing plants, is ,therefore not
discriminatory, but rather is justified by the nonproliferation objective

, of preventing the accumulation of nuclear explosive materials all over
the World.. .
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06MESTIC CONGRESSIONAL ACT1011

Proliferation issues have been of increasing concern to the Congress
and have lead to a number of initiatives during the past session of the
Congress.

Mealures approved included Senator Symington's amendment to
the 'Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and S. Res. 221 sponsored by
Senator Pastore and others.

One comprehensive initiative, S. 1439, introduced by Senators
Percy, Ribicaff and Glenn, was under active consideration in amended
form When the clock ran out on the past session.

Againsi this background, the group believes it is reasonable to -4
expect a number of initiatives in the new Congress.

These proposals will be spurred by a belief, apparently widely held
in the Congress, that the United States acting on its own in a leadership
role and with other supplier nations can achieve soufid and acceptable
co rals on nublear.fmnsfer which will constrain the proliferation of
near explosive devices.

ndoubtedly, new initiatives can be expected from the Executrve
Branch. In order that new controls are imposed without jeopardizing
the U.S. position as a reliable supplier, it is necessary that there be the
fullest possible consideration of the issues including the legitimate
concerns of, other suppliers and recipients leading to efforts which are
positive and cooperative. Positive results in negotiations with suppliers .0

would reassure Congress and help give direction to any further
initiatives.

Some of the requirements expected to be considered include: ?
(1) IAEA safeguards, on all facilities;
(2) Non-explosion pledge;
(3) Strict "controls on zany reprocessing, enrichment, and

stockpiling;
(4) Restrictions on the transfer of enrichment and reprocessing

materials, equipment, and technology;
15) Retransfer only under strict criteria. ,

Tougher criteria may be spelled out as goals to be sought in dis-
cussions with other suppliers.

Whether these requirements are pursued by Congress or the
Eite'cutive Branch, we believe it important that incentives be coupled
with restrictions. There should be rewards foethose recipient nations
willing to take steps which reassure supplying nations that nuclear
explosions will be foregone. Incentives might include preferential
treatment in the supporfl of nuclear power programs; simplified and
reliable licensing procedures, a re-openingof the order book for fuel
contracts, and possible security arrangements which would reduce risks
occasioned by a decision to forego nuclear weapons.
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THE
DE-MILITARIZATION

*OF OUTER SPACE

,

. The grou0 arrived at a series of conculsions, some of them
observations of a general character and some of them specific
recommendationt Those conclusions will first be presented, after
which the discussion on them will be summarized.

COACLUSION§
CI) The measures that the international community may at any given
time adopt for the regulation of activities in space in the interest of,
international peace and security need to be considered, and from time to
time reevaluated, in the light of measures takento control armaments in
general and progressively to effectuate disarmament.
(1) Those measures beediesc; to be considered and from time to time
reevaluated, in the light of ongoing developpents -in science and
technplogy.
(3) The interest of international peace and security would not be served
by a total.prohiltion of military activities in space.
(4) The use of reconnaissance and- observation satellites ,for
photography, electronicqnonitoring, jnfrared sensing, or other modes

42
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0
of reconnaissance and observation should continue to be rdcognized
as permissible and indeed constructive, whether the use is for civilian or
military purposes. . . ,..

.

(5) Similarly, the use of satellites for communications, navigation,
geodesy, and other practical applications of space technology should
continue to be recbgnizeds as permissible and ,constructive whether thee-
use is for civilian or military purposes. . ,

(6) The use of manned or unmanned spacecraft to inspect satellites in
space, should be recognized as permissible.
fit The present internationally agreed prohibition on thestationing of
weapons of mass destruction in orbit, on celestial bodies or elsewhere in
space should be extended-to include all weapons. , ...- ,

($ There should be an internationally agreed prohibition on any
activities, including testing, that interfere with, impair he functioning
of, damage, or destrby satellites in space, regardless of their
nationality.* - - .
(9) The right of a state to destroy in space its own satellite by means

. carried onboard that satellite sho,uld be recognized subject to two
conditions: . <. . ..

(a) that the action be undertaken only in circumstances such that it
4 , , will not interfere yiith, impair the functionineof, damage,lor
x' , destroy another satellite in space, regardless of the nationality

'-1 (., of.the latter* and ..

iC ((,)'that advance, otice be given internationally by any state under-,
1 , .- taking such action.
cloy the right of a state to retrieve its own satellite in space including

- the turn to earth of such a satellite should be specifically
rec6 . A 4

' 4( The obligations of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty** shoul
continued in force and' should bt expanded as indicated in point ),
through (10) above.

,--

Two members of the group donne in part from th, conclusion for reasons outlined in the discussion
below.

**TncreltInsontcirein,,zens
and Other

taeksAtt uji-dvilizioefss(t1v6e.;ip the Ex pl oration it'd Use of Outer Spice,

.

N
DISCUSSION

Framework of Analysis,

C

. As discussion developed, the group evolved a framework of analysisfas
follows: .

(1) Recommendations likely to be useful would be limited in
applicability to the uses Of space in peacetime. Thus our
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recommendations are not designed.to deal with, and have no relevance
N--"*to a situation characterized by ,general hostilities. Moreover, our

recommendations do not change and indeed assume the continuing
application of general rules of international law, including those
relalingAti individual and collective self-defense as reflected in Article

;- '51 of the ,U.$1. Chatter.
(2) In our discussions we attempted to employ objective criteria and

:to avoid :subjective, state-of-mind concepts such as "peaceful" or
"aggressive" f-- in order to state distinctions that would be relatively
dependable in practice and less likely to be subject to disagreement on
their meaning and application.
(3) Given the present state of arms control arrangements, themselves
based on the concept of stability of mutual deterrence we concluded
that decisions on outer space activities, as they late to the maintenance
of international peace and security, sho similarly promote this
stability and ought not to undermine itI follows that decisions on c:
control of outer space -activities will d reexamination as new
developments occur in arms control and daarmament:
(4) The nature of space technology is such that the span of time between
a conjectured use of space and the concrete reality of such use may be
relatively short. For that reason measuresfor the regulation of activities
in space needto be considered, and from time to time reevaluated, in the
light of ongoing developments in technology. For that same seakon the
group confined its considerations to uses conceivable froithe
perspective of present technological knowledge.
0) The U.S., government's decision to have separate military and
civilian space programs' has been and remains valuable from the
political point of 'view. Having a separate civilian program has
facilitated international cooperation in spaqe. activities. At the same
time the group recognized that a distinction between civilian and, -
military activities is not useful as a means of deciding which uses of
space ought to be permitted or, indeed, which uses space tend tv
promote a 'regime. of peace.
(6) At the present -time, the interest of international peace and security
would not be served by a total prohibition qf military activities in space.
Some uses definitely military in character such as satellite
observation techniques recognized as "national means of verification"
to" onitor the SALT I agreements are clearly desirable, t was noted

the present Outer Space Treaty does not include a ban on military
activities in space. -.
Reconnaissance, Communications and Navigation tilefittes

e cOnnaissance and observation satellites for photography,
electronic monitoring, and thermal and near-infred sensing should
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continue, to be recognized as permissible, and indeed constructive, I!)
'whether they be employed for civilian or military purposes. Inhis area /
we_, noted. many presedt,and potential uses likely to promote
international peace and security and to benefit social and economic
development in a number of countries. Satellites with photographic
capabilities currently monitor near- andlong-term troop and weapons
deployment, assist in geodesy and. map draiing and provide the
capability, for long-term weather prediction. Neapipfrared satellites
assist the location and measurement of earth reiourdes and th

cement of clop damage fiom migratory pests. Thermal sensing
tellites now form the basis of early warning missile dense systems.

Alltgomc momto satellites monitor many types' of commun.
ications on earth as well as between earth and satellites, and between
Satellites, and collect data on radiation, radar, etc.

Similarly, the WY of satellites for communications, and for
navigation should continue to be recognized as perntisible and
Constructive:Current or presently planned navigation satellitesassist in
the guidance and traffic control of Both civilian and military ships and
aircraft. _communications rtlay satellites.. piovide the capability for
telephonic communications and live telecasts around the globe as well
is for direct television transmissions to individual receivers. ,

All of these activities are sometimes militaryin nature. Howeverthe
group believes that a prohibition of such military activities is neither
feasible nor desirable. It was noted that most uses of space for these
purposes code about because space-related capabilities are either (I)
unique or (2),* cost-effective as compareg with their earthbound
counterparts. There is no reason to believe that a ban on activities for
which earth counterparts exist would act to pro ifte peace. As for that
small category of uses which might properly be termed unique, the
group _concluded that such uses are desirable as maiming stability.

In the economic and social area the long-term valkinherent in the
development of remote sensing and communications capabilities was
frequently cited. The group discussed the ''t!tirrent international

,_problems associated with earth-resotirctr-sensing satellites such as
E / LANDSAT and direct broadcast satellites h as ATS-62It
concluded that these problems can and will t with in a manner
consistent with the maintenance of international peace and security.

Space Processing and Waste DispOsal
Thegroup discussed briefly the questions of "space processing,"

. manufacturing, and daytprocpssing activities which may be undertaken
n space, and the disposal in Space of terrestrial wastes. In spite of the

obvious advantages to certain of these activities inherent inAie space
environment-- a natural vacuum, weightlessness, vast spaces
questions obviously exist about the cost-effectiness of such activities.
noweier, there is no evidence that any such activities that may be
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ifcarried out in the foreseeable future will have a destabilizing effect. For
that reason'the group concluded that there ifno occasion at this time to
undertake international regulation in this area.

Stationing of Weapons in Outer Space .

The drafters of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty thought it desirable to
exclude spade as a launching platforthfor weapons of mass destruction.
The stationing of such weapons in space is uneconomic and would be
detectable if undertaken on A scale that would be significant.

In recognition of the desirability of emphasizing peaceful
cooperation in space and in order to avoid the conversion of space into
another arena of military rivalry, the members of the group consider
that the prohibition on weapons ofmassidestruction should now be
broadened' to include all weapons.

The group is aware that a problem exists:regarding the definition of
ay/capons." For example, there would need to be excluded from any
prohibition the means carried on board satellites foedestrtiction in the
event of 'malfunction. Similarly, the propulsion and other systems
aboard spacecraft have a potential for .causing destruction ort
interference through unintentional explosion, high radiation, etc., and
this fact contributes to the definitional difficultkAssuming that such
definitional problems can be. surmounted, a generalized ban on
weapons in space would be a logical and desirable advance in the quest
for international peace and security. 46.

One member of the group considered that it would be inadvisable to
adopt new international obligations concerning space activities through
the medium of opening up and amending the Outer Space Treaty. He
thought, in addition, that a ban on all weapons in space would not have
significant value.

'Satellite Interception
The major space-related problem that should be of present inter-

national concern is the potential Advent of physical and electromag-
nefic means intercepting and interfering with objects in orbit. It

satellites e purpose of which is to interfere -with, impair The
appears t one or more of the superpowers is, or soon will be, testing

functioning of, damage, or destroy other satellites in space. The group
.,. also noted that the superpowers may becngaged in the development of

comparable earth-based capkbilities.
It is our unanimous view that such activities are fundamentally

destabilizing and call for international action. Our concern stems from
the fact that the development of capabilities by which one nation can '
interfere with or destroy the satellites of anbther in space could open up
a new arena for the arms race and could lead to hostilities that might
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spread and escalate. The fact that such capabilities are in a very early
stage of developinent presents an opportunity to adopt a verifiable ban
on the activities they would make feaiible.

Prompt action should, therefore be°1aken to secure an inter-
nationally agreed prohibition on any activities whether earth-based

,,or undertaken in space including testing, that interfere with, impair
the functioning of, damage, of destroy satellites in space.

This;reconimendation is designed essentially to prevent the
development of capabilities for harming the satellitei of another
country. In order to do this, it is necessary to restrict the activities of a
state with respect to its own satellites: However, such restrictions should
not preclude a state from exercising the function of electronic control of
its own satellites.

two members of the group dissent in part from the recom-
mendation, considering that a state should not be subject to restrictions
regarding actions that it plight" alge in space with respect to its °mi.'
satellites. One of these members believes that a state should be
unfettered in its research, development and testing of techniques in this
area. The Other believes that a prbhibition on interference by a natiod
with its own satellites, including impairment of thetfunctioning of its
own satellites, infringes its sovereign rights.

The members of the group distinguished from, activity that should
be prohibited the slight incidental interference with satellites of another
nation that may result from a satellite designed to inspect other objects
in orbit. The use of mannpd or unmanned spacecraft to inspect other
satellites or objects in orbit should be recognized as permissible.

One means of damaging or destroying other satellites in space may
be by meads of the fragmentation that results from the explosion of an
object in space. The testing of such explosive-type devices would be
prohibited under the rule suggested above. The group recognizes,
however, the right of a state to destroy in space its own satellite by
means carried on board that satellite. The question therefore arisos how"
to devise a method by which to distinguish the permissible destruction
of a satellite by the nation of its registry from the prohibited testing of a
satellite-interception device. The group 'believes that permissible
destructiqn may be successfully limited to its proper scope if (1)
undertaker only in circumstances such that it will not interfere with,
impair the functioning 9f-, damage, br destroy avothertatellite in space,
regardless of the nationality of the latter satellite; and (2) advance notice
is given internationally by any state before, it undertakes permissible
destruction of a satellite.

The members of the group who dissent part from the prohibition
on interference dissent also from this r ommendatio insofar as it
prohibits a state from taking actions in space, with respect to itt own
satellites, having no adverse effects on the satellites ofofiter nations. In
addition, one other member of the group considers that the phrase "on
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goiii:c1 that satellite" contained in point (9) is too restrictive of a state's. .,.. .

sovereign right -to exeicise, jurisdiction _end cOntral over its own
satellites: . , -

,

The members of the group recognizee hat, if one state should violate
newly,- assumed obligations not to interfere with, impair the functioning
ik, damage, or destroy satellites in sp ce, then other states bound by the
same obligation would have the op 'on to decide whether they were
relieved of corresponding obligations. Theitroup is aware that sedation
of a central international decision-malrinibOdy tadeal with violations
lies a considerable distance in the future.

Finally, all members of the group agreed that the right of a state to
retrieve its Own satellite in space and to return such satellite to earth
should, be specifically recognized.
0
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THE POUTICALCOHTEXT

The group examined, at first, the international and regional pol#Ical
environment within which a workable approach to arms control ip the ,

. Middle Easi must be conceived. It reviewed within 'this context the
possibility\of reducing the volume a phistication of armeflowing .

into the Middle Ea4t, and it includ -, gard,"to the Arab4snieli area, P (.
such concepts as the separation of f - the creation and expansion of
demilitarized zones, and thy thin .f g o nd *ng of forces along -1

the front lines, all of which *ex used tog r ad} tagei hing the

Sinai and 'Golan di gement sig nts in 1974 find 75

was general agreement hit the primary Obstacles,toprinscont in the

area were be found in the motivattinrottellers an&bityyts: ogress .

in arms co trol among the Arabstatekiknorirael edukfbetxpec only' \,
by first a liotating strategic poll litary Ovally 'between the- -;
superpowe in the Middle East homic among. the'
Wettern powers, and by helping to dispel uttial snspicicms among,the
regional powers and to strengthen the incentives to resort to, political
ipteadof military measures in resolvin putes. .
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The the SuperPoWers, the group agreed, were motivated
44 -State interests, although. the members failed to reach a consensus on
the` precise definition and identification, especially with respect to the
Soviet Union, of those interests and how they are manifestedin the
Middle Past. Points of view' ranged from the belief that the Soviet
Unien might on balance favor -a' .11 settlement over hazardoui
alternatives to a belief that it actively ought hegemony in the area.
Insofar as the United States was cone ed, however, the participants
shared the, view that the recycling of °dollars, continuing access to
Oil, the concomitant question of sea, control, and the survival, and

-ty"` of Israel were primary considerations. 'ale, last point
und similar U.S. and Soviet objectives, i.e., the need to
denio nit& the extent and steadfastness of support the prothes of
each might expect. The chances foran arms control agreement among
the Western poweri was viewed as worth striving for, and indeed the
minimalist, osition in the group accepted this as the only hopeful
prospect in the near future.

Although no exact definition of stability emerged, it was generally
held that a stable system rested on durable relationships, predictability
Of political behavior, and acquiesence in agreed rules of the game, hut
not necessarily,on the preservation of e status quO. The participants
generally held that the promoters of a control in the Middle East
should seek as their goal,increased. stability. Stability, it was further
agreed, could be achieved through developing either a preponderance
Or balance of, power in a particular subregion. ,

Most members of the group subscribed to the view that political,
progress in coping with the Arab-Israeli dispIte was a prerequisite to
workable arms limitations agreements, although a few, thought that
arms control might bi a valid if no more than tacit instrumentality
.for promoting the negotiating process. A number of participants, while
conceding that political progress was indispensable in tjsrAmb-Israeli
zone; noted thatarms %upply as a practical matter is interwoven withthe
negotiating process and that we face an anomaly, since the United
States might well have to provide more, rather than fewerarms, and to
even more countries than now receive our hardware, in order to ensure
continuing momentum in that process. Others conceded this point,
especially 'in the context of developing deterrents to hostilities and-
Providing tellable and effective eat?' warning, surveillance, and
verification capabilities under the national control of 'the parties.

there was alio general 'concurrence in the group that arms control
efforts in the Middle East should seek not only'to limit quantities and
types of weapons systems but also' to create demilitarized and /or
limited-force zones and to adopt other conadence-biiilding measures
such as prior notification of maneuvers and joint settlement of
secondary disputes. Several such measures have already been .used
successfully in the Sinai and Golan Heights disengaged:lentagreements

J
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considerable refinement of other techniques has been realized in the

context of other weaponsllimitation negotiationssuch as mutual and,

balanced force reduction talks (MBFR). The group also perceived a
growir need for creative discourse on the question of Middle East arms
-control flowing from thi mounting concern in Congresaover the issue,

and to the opportunities for the control of U.S. arms sales afforded by

the.new Congxessional bUdgetary system. Congress has also recently
strengthened the c*-ter of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency (..ACDA).1h the arms transfer decision-making process. The,

time has arrived for nAv ide4s which can assist,ACDA and other
agencies to weigh the risks in aims sales and to co ntribitte to a balanced

-",tbvieWAsecurity assistance. -

^ 4

THE ARAEWSRAWIONE
Arms control, it was generally held, withbut at least the tacit

agreement Of the parties to 'the Arab-Israeli conflict would not work,
whether in the context ora comprehensive settlement or as the result of

one. The goal of arms 'talon, it was further felt; should be stability

in Arab-Israeli strategic Sons. A comprehensive settlement, which

by definition mould remove olitical, territorial and other grievances,
would erase the incentive to military options. It should then become
possible to build an arms supply policy .lased on the concepts of
defensive and early warning capabilities and damage limitation in the

event of renewed hostilities.. There was some .disweement on
particulars. lYisbing to' avoid the difflculties, however; of trying to
define offenhige versus; defensive weapons, most participants believed
that selectivity in the types of arms made available to the parties might

provide a feasible- means of enhancing defensive, as against offensive,

capabMiies. .

There was less agreement on the opportunities for progress in arms

tontrol before a aftlement, and the forms such control might take. One

set of -suggestions pointed to a U..S.-Soviet understanding to limit

- cluingee in the status quo, to minimize thechances for another war, or to

minimize the impact if one nevertheless occurred. These suggestions

included U.S.-Soviet ailtreement:
to lint the preaOtioning of supplies in the potentially bellig-

erent states;
to limit the stocks of spare parts made available to their protigis;

to forego major resupply efforts if war is renewed;
to agree in advanceto seek a rapid ceasefire;
t share information on the possibility of war breaking out.

A umber of participants- doubted the Soviet Union's readiness to

come to such an agreement, citing its record in past Arab-Israeli wars .

and its failure to respond to earlier U.S. initiatives of this type. Many
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participants argued that tlie Soviet Union, and pe haps the United
States as well, might find it impermissible to surrender major levers over
its regioial proteges. Indeed, many believed that the United States and
the Soviet Union could agree onlyon avoidance of the most horrendous
outcome of a Middle 'East war: a superpower nuclear confrontation.

. :Another suggestion involved an attempt to gain prior agreement
with the Soviet Union that` neither we nor they would intervene
militarily to aid a protege in danger of being defeated in a new' war.

" Others in the group felt, however, that this would be impossible tot achieve, inasmuch as sraers military capabilities made it doubtful thit
s. in the foreseeable fi ture it would need direct U.S. intervention. The

'Soviet Union was en to be the only side expected to surrender an
option. The U.S.-So 'et tradeoff in this proposal was thus felt to be too
asymmetric for realization.

In view of these conceptual and practical difficulties, the group
sought other avenues of inquiry to advance the concept of weapons
limitationsby focusing the discussion on possible modes of weapon&

-limitations in the context of a West Bank settlement. It was suggested
that a withdrawal from the West Bank palatable to Israel would require
an assurance against surprise attackand tisrrorist harassment from the
returned territory.'The group g4nerally endorsed the judgment that
demilitarization of the West Bank, including a ban on the presence of
'heavy artillery, armour, military aircraft and the infrastructure to
support these elements, would be necessary. On the other hand, it bras
agreed Mitt whatever Arab goVernment controlled that area would .
necesiarily require sufficiently strong and mobile forces to maintain
internal security and stop terrorist action by individtals or extra-state
elements, that in effect the government would have to beAcredibly and
effectivelOd sovereign control of the territory. '

111E PERSIAN GULF ZONE
The question of arms supplies to the Persian Gulf area, most felt,

was bedeviled by the growing linkages between arms les to Iran, on
the one hand,,and sales to potential participants in the-Israeli-Israeli
conflict on the other, as sales of particular weapons t one whetted the.
appbtites of others forthe same weapons. Limitation pf arms exports to
Iran; some _contended, was made even more difficult because of the
very real possibility that the United States might find itielf at some
future date facing the necessity ofa direct military response to a Soviet

'threat to oil supplies. The l'ac'k of base rights and.access routes in the
Middle East according to this view; pointed up the necessity
for an ally in the area possessing the necessary infrastructure to accept

'U.S. reinforcements. Others took a contrary position, arguing that the
Soviet Union recognized the energy-vulnerability of the Western allies

'in the coming decade as too great to allow for any direct Soviet

r
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interference with the sources 'or routes of oil supply, and that the
security, planners in Moscow have therefore probably ruled out resort to

such an option. .

The group perceived a number of geopolitical factors arguing

against any drastic, revision in current policies: Iran's oil, which is'

unlikely to be withheld from market in an embargo, iti longborder and

past troubled relations with the Soviet Union, and the impending final

withdrawal of Britain and France from their last footholds in the area at

Masirah and Jibuti. Regional security cooperation between Iran and

Saudi Arabia was generally conceded to be a non-starter.

The potential dangers associated with a change of regime in Iran

afro concerned many participants. It was thought, however, that even if

° the' regime were to change, the geopolitical constraints of oil markets,

the Soviet bordera and Iranian-Russian relations would continue to

influence litturerpolicy. Iran's essential postare as a political entity,
according to the prevailing estimate, would remain opposed to Soviet .

dominance and would include aninclination to cooperate with the more

distant superpoWer.
Despite these factors, however, the group concluded that some

slowdown in the timing and paceof deliveries to Iran would be salutory

and desirable. This was based on the problems associated with the

multiplying numbers of U.S. personnel and dependentS in the country,

the adviability of delaying the transfer of new weapons systems until

after the removal of "'the bugs," the necessity for the Iranian armed

forcei to assimilate the sophisticated weapons already provided, and

the desini'bility of reducing regional competition for sophisticated

weapons.
, This focused the group's attention on the process of formulating

IL& arms transfer pdlicy. The Executive Branch has tended to move in

one direction and the Congress in another. Most participats maintained

that thernain concern of Congressappeared to be not the level of arms

salesper se, but rather the lack of appropriateand timely proceduresfor

Congressionitl review of and participation in decisions to sell arms. The

Iranian experience undejscores this need. It is essential corisaldiOrmor

ally and substantively that policy options be fully debated' and
discussed between the two Branches. This is the only way, it was felt,

that a consensus might be reached to achieve rational policy in 4'

controversial and critical area of the world.

BUYEit-SUPPLIER MOTIVATIONS

Having discusied tha background of arms sales to the Persian Gulf

. Arab-Israeli areas, the group turned its attention to the Complex of

Motivations of arms buyers and sellers, with special attention to the

United States, for clues on how to proceed toward an arms control

PolicY.
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ThigrOuplgreed that, despite charges to the contrary, the United

.Stateadoes indeed have aims transfer policies, which vary fromcountry
to Countriin the Middle East. Though perhaps flawed in the execution,
these policies areneverthelesa based in.pach case on logic Or predicated
On defensible assumptions and related to reasonable -goals. Thus arms
sales- to *aware based on the Guitin Doctrine of building up local
Pacts which are.expected to help keep the peace in their regions with

arms, bu(withOut the diiect participation of U.S. fighting men.
3"0YSitles. to Israel have been used to meet a basic commitment to that

country's satenritY and survival in a situation of immediate and present
othreat and as a means of keeping alive the slovi-motion Arab-Israeli
political negotiation process. Apart.from-the merit, or lack thereof, of

' theppse made by the U.S. government for its arms sales policies, thy
group- perceived that public and Congressional,, confidence was
adversely affected by the way in which policy was formulated and
prestitted. It was held that the U.S. policy for arms sales to Israel, for
exitinplewas well-established and 'articulated, whereas this was not the
case in sales to the"pulf states. What the government needs to improve is
the mode of explanation and justification of arms sales in terms of therecip rat of the quantities made available. Lacking alternative
Sources o influence, the Soviet-Union was expected to continue to
depend on arms transfers as a primary foreign-policy tool.

4- 'Complicating this situation in which both the United States and the
Soviet Union have clear and defensible, ifarguable, reasons to continue
selling arms abroad is the asymmetry in weapons systems available to
recipient countries frbin their respective defense industries. Rarely does
it lappen, especially in the upper reaches of military technology, that _

-'comparable systenistare available for sale io one superpower'slkote'ges-
in the face of real or imagined threat,ariiing from the acquisition ofa
certain. system by a regional him'. 'For t4ample, the U.S. motives,,in-,
providing F-4 Phantom aircraft to Israetappeared to be a desire to
make available a defensive system in compensation for the French.cut-
off of the Mirage. The Soviet Union, lacking anaircraft 4omparableto
the F-4responded with a massive infusion of sophisticated air defense

.,:missiles and ultimately Soviet troops to man, and maintain them,
probably encouraged by the Israeli use of F-4s in deep penetration
bombing raids into Egypt. The provisionnf FROGs and SC,KUDito the
Arabs probably resulted from a Soviet-Arab attempt to off sek the threat
to population centers posed by the Israel Air Force, but it ledto Israel's
acquisition of the LANCE surface-to-surface missile and demands for
the even more formidable PERSHING. It can be argued that infusion

large,nuMbers of Soviet air-defensetroops probably raised Egyptian-
Soviet personnel tensions and contributed to the expulsion Mille Soviet
advisoni and ..-WL1miciana from Egypt in 1972. However, thiii does not

2imatate the rain point, that introduction of sophisticated and
etrical systems in a game of leapfrog often leads to
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"iinatiticipated, unpredictable, and unmanageable reactions which
become troublesome for the sellers and potentially dangerous to the

recipients.
. This point led the group to examine theexperience the'United States

has had with major; Middle East recipients to determine which elements

of their respective programs are shazed-and-which are unique-and to
seek lessons for the future.

Iran 4

r-- Theft appears to have been a lack of adequate control
and direction within the Executive Branch4., the imple-
mentation of what some felt otherwise mightiglive been a
reasonable and defensible program. This was complicated

-'by complete lack of effort by the Administration to
sexp its policy to the Congress and to afford Capitol

Hill, a opportunity for review and assent to the pro-
gram. . ,;..

This program l, undetwentssn unprecedented growth before
the rapid increase in oil revenues after 1973.
Inadequate control and discussion of the program led

to the United State' being locked into a situation character-
ized by an apparent], unanticipated growthofa U.S. presence
which produces interperso 1 tensions between America and
Iranians. Moreover, it hasdated a large body of tennal
hostagerto unforeseen crists.. , ,

Iranian desires for co-productiorhave raised strategic
and economic issues which. have not been fully disclosed
or evaluated. .,

Sm WI Arabia'

A major concern is the issue ofencruse of U.S. weaportmand the
possibility of its re-transfer to other Arab states ia'itore direct

. confrontation with Israel.
There is an inns-Arab aspect:Van forgotten,to the Saudi-
program in that the Kingdom has rea-Pfears 9f Soviet-iupplied

Iraq and the People's- Deniocratic Republic of 'Yemen and
that its original decision in the early 1960s to begin to build a
modern military force came about in reaction to Egyptian
bombing raids against Saudi villages in connection with Egypt's
intervention in the Yemeni civil war.
Also with respect to the Arab dimension, the Saudi program
carries the, seedspf an arms race among the peripheral states of

the Arabian Peninsula. o

.
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The programs in both Saudi Arabia and Iran clearly underline
deg linkagetbetween oil and arms and the effects of being locked
info large arms-sales programs: we, or ourees, need their oil,
they want our arms, they have the money to pay, rind we need to
balance 'our external payments, because of the deficits arisin
from the steep rises in oil prices; "radical deceleratioh in thi
process is difficult at best.
The bulk of the Saudi program consists of constructing a basic
infrastructure including cantonment areas, family housing,
hospitals, mosques and the like, as well as ports, roads and air-
fields. Most of these projects hive military and civilian utility.
The actual weaponry, so far, has been modest and reasonable.
In carrying out its military and civilian development programs,Saudi Arabia is.constructing a network of high value targets
which should make it reluctant to risk their destruction as an
outcome of ill-advised military adventurism.

Israel

The Israeli program must be viewed in the context of the
ongoing evolutioh of Soviet arms supply relationship* with
neighboring states and the politica) negotiating process, in
which the United States has provided aims as an inducement
to concessions on Israel's part or withheld them as a threat.
Also involved in the foregoing process is a U.S.-Israeli
dialogue on current and future military threat estimates, which
underlines the fact that U.S. arms in Israel's case arc provided
in response to an immediate problem and might be used in thenear term:
Since 1973 there has been an inescapable link betweeh U.S.
security assistance relationship' with Israel and oil: a programperceived as a too, generous by the Arabs might trigger
repercussions in oil markets, almost certainly in the event of
another Arab-Israelhwar.
The costs of the Israeli programs have escalated dramatically;
moreover, security assistance today in con trast to tlis-ast is
mostly in the form of grants.
An increasingly troublesome aspect of the Israeli program is
'that Israel' is requesting items on the cutting edge. of tech-
nology, whether in. complete systems, components or basic in-,
formation and know-how; among Middle East countries it is
uniquely capable of using, emiloiting, and building on that tech-
nology to expand its domestic arms industry. This could
result in a loss of U.S. leverage to the extentthat Israel be-
come's self-reliant in defense production. It could also lead to
increasing IsraTli arms exports, hften indirect competition with .
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. the United Stites and in markets, su h as Latin America,
which raise diffiCultiei for U.S. policy.

Jottlan
Jordan is the o* Arab state in direct confrontation with
Israel that has depended primarily on the United States for its
military needs; thus, the possibility of Jordan using U.S. arms
in a fiiture war with Israel must not be discounted.

Egypt

Although very little in the way of military sales has been
made available to Egypt by the United States, the group expects
that we shall face in the very near future the necessity of respond-
ing to an Egyptian request for a significant arms sales program.
The group agreed that the handling of this request will be of the
essence: it should be done slowly, deliberately, completely in the
open, with full dialogue between the Executive Branch, ()lithe
one' hand, and Congress and the public on the other.
Lessons learned, especially in the Iranian and Saudi cases,
sheuld be kept fully in mind and applied. .

THE NUCLEAR QUESTION

The group noted that nuclear arms are a matter of grave concern,
especially with regard to Israel and Iran. However, because of the

-complexity or the problem, the time available, and the fact that other
panels at this conference are addressing the issue, the group did 'not -
examine. systematically the problem of nuclear arms..

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There are grave dangers associanfd with arms accumulation in the
*fiddle East. Most tif these problems would be eradicated,by a political
settlement, and the greatest exertions should be made in tfte puouit of
thllt goal. The group alio concluded that there are re4onabk and
defensible rationales behind U.S. arms-transfer policies in the Middle

.however 6ne might, And :errors and anomates in
implementation. Ma judged that arbitrary cut-offs, reversals;:, and
limits on arms-supol programs do not answer the problem. Rat 't the
Executive must, in developing such-iprograms, pay greater a
attention than has been apparent in the past to the benefits andthe,tisks
of,:particular lines of transfer policy and share much more detailed
information with thk-Congresa than it has heretofore, and lc its
.ciatinuing cooperation-,
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Stronger efforts to
take

the principal suppliers are needed. The
United States should take the lead certainly with its allies, but also with
the Soviet Union to explore steps, however limited, which may be taken
io put a lid on at least some aspects of the Middle East arms races. The
group had sufficient hope for good results in such matters as cutting
back current and Uniting future capabilities on the part of the recipients
for counter-value attacks: no more surface-to-surface missiles, for
example. Limits on weapons usable by terroriat-such as the REDEYE
and STRELLA type of weapons might lte a further feasible step/ The

. possibility might also be explored of imposing restrictions on recipients
whose past behavior suggests future irresponsibility.

4
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I am pleased to have an opportunity to discuss with you some of the
. most pressing problems of arms control as seen frpm a Congressional

point of view:
No group in America, that I am aware of, has done more over the

years than The Stanley Foundation to focus attention and concern on
this issue which is really the issue of human survival. I am
particularly proud that The Stanley Foundation is located in my home
state the state I represent in the Caligreis. They have done so very
much xaluable work in the area ofinternational order and world peace
that the 'whole nation owes them isreat debt in appreciation.

My task tonight is to comment on the Congressional performance
on three key arms control issues this year: strategic arms, conventional
arms sales and nuclear proliferation.

.'But before proceeding with my analys' of each of these issues, allow
'4 me to make the point that the U.S. posit: i on many key mattcrs of

atoms control and proliferation, both i e Executive Branch and
Congiess,,is full of incohsistencies.

bur offiCial policy is to seek a comprehensive test ban, but the
United States has never tabled a comprehensivetest ban proposal in any
international forum.
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We profess support of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and
theintematiotiaLAtomic Energy Agency, yet we scarcely quibble when
South Africa:refuspiitojoin the NPT in connection with U.S. support of
its' nuclear programs ad refuses to have international energy
safeguards applied to i pilot enrichment facility.

We embrace the need to control proliferation of nuclear
explosive devices, while both we ancf the Soviet Union accept peaceful
nuclear explosions, which most experts believe cannotbe distinguished

from nuclear weapons tests.
"' We insist on the need for redid-4 the ,numbers of nuclear

warheads, and negotiate 'with the Soviet UniOn a MIRV (multiple
independently targetable reentry vehicle) understanding which is above

the current levels fin both nations.

TATEGIC ARMS CONTRA,: SALT

. . This is an area'in which the Congressional input has been virtually
nil. 'The reason is not hard to identify. Thrcrughout most of this
Congress, the strategic arms control debate has_been dominated by the
expectation that the administration would press ahead in the
implementation of -the November 1974 Vladivosterrapeerffent to
convert this understanding "in principle" into a concrete strategic arms

treaty.
The urgencyof this is apparent. In October of 1977 next year--.

theinterim Strategic 'Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) agreement signed
in Moscow in 1972 will expire. The interim agreement was never viewed

. as wholly satisfactory, for it did little more than provide for a five-year
restriction, on strategic offensive missile launcher deployments
including ,Jand-based ICBM and SLBM launchers -- pending
negotiationis the Foreign Relatcons Committee report put it, "of more
complete limitations on 'strategic offensive arms."

Nonetheless deficient as the interim agreement was, it was
integrally linKawith the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, whichin
my judgment was the most important arms control step ever taken: As
five years of negotiations demonstrate, struggling to control just
strategic offensive arsenals alone has proved almost insurmountable;
imagine what it would be like if we had to include an ABM capability in

the equation.
In recognition of theiliency of further detailed negotiations, the

adminiketion kept assuring Congress that thlre was progress in
elaborating oh the Vladivostok agreements. Twice Secretary of State-
HenryKissinger 'traveled to-Moscow, hoping for a breakthrough. Both
times he failed, probably as 'much because of theclimatcip-WaShingkon
as in Moscow. ,

Again, not wanting to intide on the details of Kissinger's dling
of the negotiations (and perhaps in the tacit awareness e had
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- enough doubles- on SALT, without us being on his back), we in
Congers were extremely reluctant about getting involved. In,fact, the
two major Congressional initiatives were supportive. Senator Cranston .4

introduced S. Con...Res. 69, which greeted the Vladivostok negotia-
tions, urging only that -the Secretary subsequently aim for twenty
percent overall reduction.

In March, Senators Kennedy, Javits and Humphrey introduced I
was a co- sponsor the other major Congressional effort tcopur the
Vladivostok talks. The resolution was primarily an effort to sfiow at
a time when' the negotiations were evidently going slowly Wong.
bipartisan Senate support for a constructive position on SALT. The
resolution, hoWever, tried to go further. We urged the President to seek
agreement with the Sbviets to ban flight testing and deployment of air -
launched cruise missiles witb a range in excess of 2,500 kilometers, and
the flight testing or deployment by either country of land- or sea-
launched cruise missiles having ranges in excess of 600 kilometers.
Finally, we proposed a moratorium on flight testing all long-range
cruise missiles until we could negotiate further.

This proposal was not greeted favorably by the administration,
despite its clearly supportive intent. U.S. Arms Control, and °
Disarmament -Agency Director Fred Ikle took the opportunity of a ,

press conference to criticize at lenght the 600km limit.
am prepared to concede that it is extremely difficult for Congress,

Tacking the expertise available to the administration, to formulate
technical negotiating positions. Congress is better prepared to review .

the results of Executive Branch efforts. In this case, I would fault the
administration for not providjpg the Congress with a strategic arms .

policy that it can review.
If the administration gets serious about a new agreement, I hope

care will be taken to avoid a last-minute negotiating crunch such as
was the case with the 1972 agreement. The ensuing disputes over so-
called loopholes and violations have 'served .to obscure the gains of,
SALT I and placed strategic arms limitation in jeopardy.

CONVENTIONAL ARMS ,TRANSFERS
The final days of this Congress were mulled by a sudden concern

, with the sales of U.S. weapons abroad. The distress which I, and many
of my colleagues, had regularly expressed over the role of the United''
States as the world's number one arms *onion "was suddenly
4Pfstalized by proposals to sell a further $6.1,,I billion arms package to
eleven canaries mostly in the Middle East

As I said in discussing this issue on the floor, the-Congressional
ljandling of this package has not been part*ularly impressive. We
started late and 'accomplished little.
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fheCongressional dilemma comes into perspective clearly when
you look at the growth of the aril.** trade. An estimated $20 billion

, worth of conventional arms was sold, or in a few cases, given away last
year. And the United States led the way. Since 1967, foreign militafy
sales and mil' y assistance grants alone climbed fro& $1 billion to a .

1975 level op overi$10 billicni.'That figure dropped just a bit to $8.6
billion in 1976. . CI .

In rcOnt weeks, however, it ha; become clear that the trend is again
towards new record levels. In the two months following the President's
July signature on the Arms Eirport Control Act, the administration
proposed sales totalling nearly $7 billion. It became evident why the
administration had fought the $9 billion sales ceiling in the original,
version of the bill: they intend to sell substantially more than that $9
billion this year

The $6.1 billion sales profrosal package which came up just befdre
adjournin' ent dramaticallyemphasized the problems in Congressional

,monitoring of the traffic:
It was clear that the administration had put Congress into the

.position of having to act on proposed sales before it had provided
the policy framework within which the judgment should really be
taken...

. It sin clear that the .current machinery, in which Congress is
brought into the act only after the sales are in effect promised by the
Pentagon, places an intolerable burden on the Congress. This ate in
the game Congress can'reject sales only at the risk of creating a
possibly serious diplomatic ihcident.

It was clear that the arms impact statements to the Congress.,
appended to the requests for authorization or appropriation for
certain progms, were lamentably inadequate. According to law
they are supposed to be complete, analytical, and deal with- the
impact of the ,program on arms control policy and negotiations.
After reviewing eleven of the most recent statements attached to
letters f offer to sell weapons; the Foreign ReliggIns Committee
sent wetter to Secretary of Defense DonaldAumsfeld stating
simply. "The statements provided do not comply with the law and
are unacceptable." We asked resubmission ib each40,the cases under
review.

-Under the circumstances, I think it's fair to say that the $6.1 billion
proposed packagtstartled and shocked manymembeAof the Congress

particularly because there was a strong hint thati*Jranians would '

be back for more, F -l6s (they wanted 300; got l64 _and intended to
Purchase 250 of the F-18s, a plane not yet even.teStflown.

Under the 'circumstances, F-could readily understand Senator
Nelson's reaction; he simply introduced' resolutions of disapproval for
the entire lot. In 'practice the committee became persuaded that such a

'0 .
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- blanket rejection Would create tob many diplomatic problems. In any
case, I argued that the only way we could possibly be consistent with all
that We'd been preaching on arms transfer policy duringthis Congress
would be to reject if only as a delaying measure the Persian Gulf
portion of the sale, on the grounds that this was the clearest example
where policy guidance long promised by the administration was
lacking.

A majority-of my colleagues felt that even this sort of general area-
wide decision would unjustifiably irritate our Persian Gulf friends. But
the record of the debate will show that there is an enormous concern
al, ng members AA the committee over these arms sales. One after.
an. er, Senators Humphrey, Church, McGovern, and Javits rose to
express their profound concern. We had to yield to pressures of

. diplomacy in ultimately not blocking the sales in this package, but the
Foreign ,Relations Committee is already on- record that it will not
approve any more sales to the Persian Gulf until the President lays out a
coherent policy framework:

What do we mean with on" insistence on a policy framework?

We need long-term projettions of the political relations
between the recipient nation and its neighbors, i.e., the nature of the
governinents, their intentions, likely evolution, and what are the
prospects these weapons could be used against us or our allies?

We need, information on which to evaluate the economic
impact of proposed sales. As one committee witness put it, have no
illusions, for these recipient countries it is always a "guns or butter
issue."

We need backaound to judge the social impact of the arms
program. How Wilkhe emergence of an educated and sophisticated
military elite impact on the social and political structure?

We need a far better insight into the role private U.S.
companies play in stimulating a demand.

We could use further information regarding the rivllry
between the U.S. military services, particularly the Air Force and
Navy, in competing for sales.

Finally,and this is enormously important, we need to know
more abouk the-"back-end" implementation aspects of arms sales.

, What is our involvement after the contract is signed in
`procurement, finance, logistics, maintenance, training? For
example, estimates are that when all the current projects with Iran
get underway, there will be up to 60,00b Americans technicians
with families in Iran. That's about the number of military
personne' we had in Vietnam in mid-19fi.
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NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

. Senator Waiter Mondale put the problem cogently in a recent
Speech on this subject: "Our entire effort tdbontrol the strategic arms
race and ter limit the potential for nuclearconfrontation growing out of
regional conflicts fought with converitionaLarms, coula be completely
undercut by the proliferation of nuclear weapons nations." There is, he

,:.
'sent on, "an alarming danger that the number of nuclear powers will
increase to the point that the possibility of nuclear war changes from
whether to when," . .

Perhaps.the most significant achievement of the Congress this year
in this regard wasan amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1.961.
Senator Stuart Symington's amendment denies U.S. economic and
military assistance to any nation importing reprocessing equipment,
materials or technology, unless the importing nation agrees to apply
international safeguards to all of its nuclear activities and to make a

,
slhcere effort to placOany enrichment or reprocessing activities under

-multilaterstljtusOices and management. This was good.
However, I think it is unfortunately indicative of our relationship

with the Executive Branch that it offered no positive input, and fought
the mqure all the way. even to an appearance in the final conference
between thetwo foreign relations Committees. Every Executive Branch
effort was directed toward gutting or killing the legislation. Ironically,
when the amendment became law, the Executive Branch embraced it
for use tri discussions with Pakistan.

For the ultimate in lack of cooperation between the Executive and
Congress in these matters, however, I'd like to share with you some of
the experiences surrounding our effort to put this year's iiuclearexport
control bill into law.

4
,..,.

. This bill, S. 1439, was intended to spell out a policy on nuclear
weapons proliferation for the United States, add to impose immediate
restrictions on U.S. nuclear exports as well as esta'blish tougher
safeguard criteria in negotiations With other suppliers. Surely, it seems
to met though tine could quibble with details at approaches, the overall
objectives of this legislation merited the higibst degree of cooperation
by The Executive. Instead, all we got was obstructionism.

The bill was introduced on April 15, 1975, and re-written extensively
during the following thirteen months with the Executive Branch
resisting all the way. The bill was referred to the Committee on F reignon
Relations and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Both'
'committees asked' to hear from the Secretary of State op the Ill. This
was a logical request in that one of the prime objectives of the bill is to
give the State Department the leading role in negotiating agreements
for nuclear cooperation, red ucini the authority of the Energy Research
and Development Administration `(ERDA), which tended to issue
licenses more on technical than policy grounds. The Joint Committee
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on Atomic Energy nevbr heard theSecretary. He was not available to

. appear 'before the Foreigri Relations Committee until after the
committee had been forced, because of the legislative deadline, to act.

inihevourse of the consideration of the bill, Senator Pastore, the
chairman of the Joint Committee on 'Atomic Energy, asked that the
co 'nee staffs meet with the Executive Branch and trYto work out a

sitive compromise. However, the jxecutive Branch representatives
came with specific instructions not to negotiate anything. When the
committee had nearly finished work on the bill, the Executive Branch
decided to Ake a belated look at non - proliferation` policy, so they
organized a study group. That group has now finished its deliberations;
however, the Executive Branch has not provided this report to the
Congress. .

Clearly during-most of the prodess of Congsesronal consideration
of S. 1439, the Executive' Branch did...pot/desire to have a bill at all. 4

ward the end, the Executive Branch debOed tatty to work for a bill it
_,mould live with and presumably exploit during the campaign. As a '\

. ,,, result, ERDA sent a letter 'to the Joint Committee on August 13
requesting certain changes in the bill. Virtually all of those changes
suggested by the agency the bill was supposed to regulate were
iftcorpprated in the bill-as reported to the House. Thesi changes would '

'have destroyed the effect of the bill. , . .,
There were lastsininute efforts to reconcile differences between the

Senate and the ERDA-irtfluenced House version. They were doomed to
failure, lamely because of thecrolonged intransigence of the Executive
Branch. ,

4

S. 1439 was pt a perfect bill. It could have been 'a ignificant
achievement had the Executive- Branch been willing to cooperate with (

the Congress in achieving a bill which would allow the Unitestates to
remain a reliable supplier while insisting upon solid anisensibt.. °
controls to prevent the spreadof nuclear weapons. Unfortunately, the
Executive Branch was not. willing to go that farl .

I know that some of the Executive Branch offiaAo worked on
S. 1439 are here tonight. I would like thenito know that I did not raise
these pO'nts to put us at loggerfieads. Instead, I hope we can all see this

. as in . xample of how not to handle, such ,a vital problem. An-
prolif ration and other arms control matters have captured 'the

. attention of the American publjp. We must act' - but we must act
leether. .

CONC44,USIOISI

There are a number of legislative issues to be faced in each of these
categories jn the new year
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In the area of strategic nuclear weapons, must support every
initiative to prevent the expiration of the interim SALT agreement.
Were that agreement to lapse, the pressures for a new found of weapon
construction would be enormbus there would be no stopping B-1, the ,
MX missile; and the cruise missile would become a vast fourth force to
be added to ,the triad;

Equally ominous, are the voices calling for an abrogation of the
ABM trefty- if the interim SALT agreement expire-1.
. But while I strongly !uppOrt the thrust of the, Vladivostok

agreement, I have noalliusion that any new accord; even if carefully
..'negotiated to avoid _verification loopholes, will really put a big dent in

the arm race. A ceiling of 2,400 strategic ballistic missiles and bombers
,-, and a subceiling of 1,320 MIRVs is really not a painful cahstriction. The

United States can still build to over 15,000 nuclear warheads; the
Soviets:will shortly equal this capability.

'Therefore it is imperative that any new agreement arising from le
'Vladivostok accords incorporate the lowest negotiable ceilings in t

delivery vehicles and MIRVs and not merely confirm the
Vladivostok levels. At the same time we must strive for further
comtraints on technological advances by restricting replacement rates
on weapons, or the numbers and kinds of flight tests.

In conventional arms transfer policy, Congress must take a new
look at the oversight machinery. Provisions must be made for bringing
Congress into the sales policy at a much earlier stagectO allow time for
iWlection, and rejection if necessaryMost of all, the Executive must

-provide us withIrpolicy, a framework within which we are to judge its
actions and intentions.

I might mite here that in the closing days of the Congress, theddrnin-
istration after a delay of a year = responded to a request by Senator
John Culver and 102 other members of Congress, including myself, ,k

urging an international conference of major arms - producing nations to
seek a rational 'approach to arms sales. The reply, from Secretary
Kissinger,* termed global arrangements "politically unfeasible" and
regional controls "very difficult and perhaps impossible to negotiate." It
argues that any progress at all would have to be achieved-through "quiet
diplomatic exchanges" rather than the 'gull glare of international
publicity."

In nuclear proliferation, the most important thing is to stirpulate
international awareness of the dangers .of the current trend. It took 30
years after Hiroshima for the number of nuclear wea,prpn states to grow
from one to six, or possibly seven, if you include Israel. But the wa,
things are going, we will soon gee many more nations acquire nuclear..
weapons. I would not pretend that the lJnited States, arid the Soviet
Union and the other nations which possess nuclear weapons are wiser or

. more careful in theirhandling of nuclear weapons$han others might be.

a
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Butzthey have at 'eat worked out a fairly stable, if uneasy, relationship
tli one another. As nuclear weapons spread, the possibility 'of

:_c,::=Outbreak.0 war must necessarily spread. While I believe that the United
tes anthe Soviit Union and other present nuclear powers mustdoa

ttedohplcontrolling vertical Proliferation the constant building
of new weaponry I believe that nuclear war, if it comes, will result
from horizontal proliferation the spread of nuclear weapons among

: many nations which appears imminent. .

We should readdress the issue of a comprehensive ban on nuclear
explosions. The Threshold Test Ban Treaty and Peaceful Nuclear
Explosion Treaty, on which we have been asked tO give advice and
consent, do not appear to be a particularly impressive .step in that

' direction. Some rumblings froni. the Soviets indicate that they Are-
willingio discuss the issue of on-site inspection ofa comprehensive ban.
EVery.effOrt should be made to ferret out their:intentions.

What strikes me, reflecting on what we're just covered, is the
primary; the overwhelming, necessity of creating the will for arms
contrbt among both suppliers and recipients: Both must recognize that

I. arms 'Control is in no pay the converse of national security. Arms
controls, as much as weapons construction, must be recognized as the
foundation of national security. Arms proliferation, nuclear or con,- '
ventional, must be grasped as the path of insecurity and instability..

To 'stem the strategic nuclear arms race, we must concentrate
largely on the superpowers;

, - To head olf conventional arms races, we must convince
'suppliers and recipients of the dangers;

To counter profiferatiOn, we must create a climate in which
the non-nuclear weapon states see clear national security
advantages in avoidance of nuclear weapons. ,

This will not come about as the result of unilateral action or
proposals by a small group of nations. It must ultimately be the result of
efforts by the majority. But much as it ultimately requires international
support, it is also my conviction that there is every reason for the United
States to take the lead. The message can tr simple: in a word, the arms
race is destructive of our own security, and that of other &lions. I
stiggest.. that we focus more energy on how to achieve arms control,
rather than on excuses why we haven't yet achieved significant progress.

I;
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Why do we need an Arms Control and Disarmament Agency? Why
not have the State Department, the Pentagon, and the Energy Research

1:- and 'Development Adrninistration (ERDA) form an inter-agency
Committee (or ten inter-agency committees) to coordinate 'U.S. arms
control policy. .

I would summarize the answer with two arguments. We need a
separate organization.as a catalyst to keersound arms'aintrol ideas
moving, to nudge otheramies to seize opportunities when theyarise.

. We must also haye a separate organization as a) conscience, a
/bureaucratically independent conscience, working for the long-term
interest of controlling and reducing inns. The conscience thus ensures
that short-term tactical concerns do not crowd the broader national
and indeed, international interests, in sound arms control.

After 50 years, we obtained ratification of the Geneva Protocol,
which prohibitd gas warfare. In the earlier decadei, ratification was
opposed by those who thought the Protocol was too restrictive. More
.recently the ratification, as intemeted by the Executive Branch, was

.
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opposed by those who thought it was not restrictive enough. But at least
there was a convergence of left and right to make it possible to secure
:ratification. Still it required carefully negotiated compromise between
the concerns of the Senate Foreign Relations. Committee and the
Pentagon.

We got the Protocol to the Anti-Ballistic Misfile (ABM) Treaty
negotiated and ratified. Some people say this'was uniimp nt, or even

y the initial A M Treaty of
dinga sham, in that the United States has no intention of bui ding a second-

ABM site in Washington, as permitted .b
1972.But imagine that you read in some cdlunin that diet-I were.' ,

indications the Soviets were building a second ABM site. I thirik that
wdtild be very disturbing. It,makes sense to obtain limitations precisely
when those limitations are easily agreed to by the main two adyefsarles.

ACDA also played a catalyst role iii the ratification of the Bidlogical
Weapons Convention. mat ratification was not entirely without riik.
This was not only the first arms control agreement, but also the first

, disarmament agreement, which was not verifiable in the sense that we
understand ratification. , .

..

Let me turn-to another illustration of ACDA's role as catalyst.
Manx,of you will recall the issue ofjnini-nukes the small nuclear
arms that Nvould blur the distinction between nuclear and conventional

* arms because their effetts in battle could not be distinguished from a
conventional weapon, without special instrumentation. Throughout
the 1960s and the early 1970s there *ere technocrats who liguekthat
the Uiiited States should 'start building minitnukes. But the majority
view in Washington was that the 'firebreak' ought to be maintained,,if
not strengthened. ACDA-took advantage of this,perhaps temporary,
consensus and obtained an- official U.S. government statement O the
record to the effect that we would not erode the distinction or 'firebreak'

- between conventional and nuclear arms.
. j 2

ACDA: A CONS-CINCE
, .

Arms control can only thrive on truth, It cannot succeed with
.muddled thinkirng, half-truths, and the suppression of facts. The

i . requirement, of honesty and clarity of purpose may be greater for arms
control thati'for certain other parts of foreign and national security
policy because of: . , , ,

1) the continuing interaction of conflict and cooperatibn between
other nations and this country.;

2) the long time span, measured in decades, during which arms
control arrangements must remain viable; . .,

3) the abstract nature of and almost total lack of real tests of
validity of the rationale for arms control' arrangements.

ence, 1 believe ACDA's other role must be that of a
tically independent conscience. For eiample, some time ago
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the SALT i negotiatio kt was thou.P

fu aprabili the Mip
foree. This .notion deba
public discussions. ioon, ho r, that
build-up in the SovietrweapOns programs, on the one hand, glifel.thee
stitistital and real RhYsical Cuncertainties regarding vulnerability, on
the oder, it would not be possible to make an honest claim that any
JikeIy SALT II alent Voud somethingnehing 4gnipant lb at the
i-tlierabity of the nutehan fore ACDA's analysis provid he
clarification of this point, which waseventually accepted by alThus,
leeause of our indepetidence we were in a better position to fus on
Inany other valid objectives of the. SALT II negotiations, in4ead Cif;
*ratting a false objee_ove. 4 :

A more recent ,example from SALT involved the 600-kifoineter!
(370-mile) limit on tritise missiles and the question of its verififdity if
Se'sta. above such limits were prohibited. (The 600-kilometer itunbert
ftOres in certain Soviet propositions regarding SALT It) Last1-
February some Senators proposed to draft constructive restitutions:

wpindalso contain the misconception that the 370-mile tist
On cruise missiles weld make that range limit verifiable.

In order tdmaintitin standards of truthfulness, we couldubt covet
thefact that this tion walin error*. I realize that many peciple who

losely 'identify themselves with 'arms- control objectites and
developments felt disappointed abut the situation. But I ask myself,

hone question: if we had tried to cover up, would we have risked much'
bigger problem? Lthink so. For if this fact is not recognizedOit could
ibntaminate the SILT agreement and lead to an undermining of '.3`generalpublic confidence which is so important. We have seen howthe
debateover SALT I about the question of violations had a Corrosive
effect: That debate has now subsided.

ACDA has, also been involved with the question of economic
benefits of peaceful nuclear explosistes. This notion of economic
benefits has bier/ a threat to a comprehensive test ban, iti42 even a
threshold test ban, and has been harmful to non--proliferation, since
,being used as an ariument to begin a weapons test prograni,without
admitting it:

. We in ACDA had, two independent a lyses ne Legarding
,pcoriiimic benefits. The studies showed-tha h benefits were indeed

doubtful. This wai, a welcome finding with respect to armsht coiitrol;
however, some bureaucrats wanted to suppress this finding

The uncertai of the world-wide backlash effect of-, massive
nuclearattack, pecially the question of effects on the ozone layer :saw
another co -up attempt.

- Another question of conscience enters into the debate on strategic
.doctrine. One or two years ago there was considerable discussion about
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changes in
question o
broader pe
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-.1
U.S. tegic e. n all this strategic
ralit s sea .iACDksought to
tive lit° the" bat ;;

1.,
,'

Too many people have.lbst the seise of proportion as to wlfat.is
needed and -'*hat is-Morally justified 'to deter nuclear aggressiort To
have effective, deterrente we ',need not guarantee to kill ,inillions of
innocent peciple, people whncould never influence a decision we wish to
deter. Rather* for fundaments} morality we should not rig Ourforc,es to
cause mass, *ngs, 'A.,otally uinecessart killings, in any nuclear Ir. If
the war n caused by itecident, *hat would be the Sense of uch
retaliation. AVe shoild never lock ourtOrces into a postunimaking us
the first to Use nuclear weapons agahOt cities'. i,

. NUCLEAR. PROLIFfRATIOW "
Nuclear Proliferation is an area where both the catalyst role and the

conscience role of ACDA Come into Pliy. The two cbmbine to make
ACDA, a
conscience_

effective advociite..The ,central problem is that
nuclear teelinology,can serve both deltructive and"peacefulends;ancf, .:
to the greatest extent possible, we have,tO separate these two. It ishirdly -.
surprising given this intermingling that our ways of dealing with the
nuclear preience on earth has pulled ;tig, in two inconsistent directions
over the last 20 years. We havd tried Ily one means and tlies-another to '
reconcile this dieliotomy. Now, at lasf, over the past two years we have

' worked out a consistent policy on the export of reactors and nuclear
fuels, on cooperation with other exporting countries, and- 4

international safeguards. ,

, Let meinenthih some specifics. 4'he present adminitlratibn fully.','
recognizes, as haVe previous administrations, the importance of our'
alliance doinmitmints in restraining the spreall of the licinib. We have
made special efforts to strengthen these alliance commitments: con-
trols on Ouloexports of dangerousynuclear materials and sehsitive
technology' have been tightened; more efficient, procedures foi
separating the exports that must be stopped from those that wewant to
permit have been developed; and more rigorous Standards on
agreements governing such exports , and agreements focooperation-
have been established. ACDA is deeply involved in all of this. There has
been set up in Washington a so-called backstopping committee deiding
with these expo'rt questions in the area which was once theprovince of it'
single agency, the Atomic Energy COmmission. ACDA now chairs this,
committewhich also includes the ptate Departinentmd the Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA). . '

To improve physical security, we hive developed new protective
devices at home, secured a new international comprehension of the
risks, and improved cooperation with principal suppliernations. A set
of guidelines has been agreed to that imposeecommon standar& on

t
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. 1 ,. , \
nuclear exports. OtcOurse, there is room for imprpvement. We want to,
go further.' ,,, /-

ACDA, fo the'first time,4s now involved in all these decisions on
nuclear expo . ACDA has 'been successful in pushing for specific
measures such., sopping the xport of certain reprocessing plants or
achieving the return of certain fuel. There has been criticism that these
steps in the no -proliferation area fall far short of our ideal. We know
full well that er efforts have to be made. However, we have made
more progress. this area in the last two years than his been inade in the
last 20. ACD4., I would claim, has beenipe central advocate in this
process.
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